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Preface 
The present dissertation entitled "Moments of Order Statistics and Its 
Applications" is a brief collection of the work done so far on the subject. 
I have tried my best to include sufficient and relevant materials in a 
systematic way, which is spread over five chapters. 
Chapter I is expository in nature and provides a brief review of the 
concepts and results concerning order statistics used in subsequent 
chapters. 
Chapter II consist of some recurrence relations for single as well as 
product moments of order statistics from some specific continuous 
distributions namely normal, logistic, exponential, Weibull, Pareto, power 
function, Cauchy, Burr and their truncated distributions. 
Chapter III, recurrence relations between expectations of function of 
single order statistics have been obtained. These results are then 
employed to establish the recurrence relations between moments, moment 
generating functions, characteristic functions and distribution functions of 
order statistics for some class of doubly truncated and non-truncated 
distributions. 
Chapter IV contains results on recurrence relations between expectations 
of frinctions of two order statistics. Further various deductions and 
particular cases for some class of distributions are discussed as well. 
In the last chapter, general form of continuous probability distributions 
are characterized by considering conditional expectation of functions of 
order statistics and some of its important deductions are discussed. 
In the end, comprehensive list of references referred into this dissertation 
has been given. 
Chapter I 
BASIC CONCEPTS AND PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 Order Statistics 
Suppose that X\,X2,---,Xy^ are n jointly distributed random variables. 
The corresponding order statistics are the Xis arranged in non 
decreasing order. The smallest of Xis is denoted by X|.^, the second 
smallest is denoted by X2;„ and finally, the largest is denoted by X„.„. 
Thus it becomes X\.j^ < X^-^y^ <... < X^.„. 
A remarkably large body of literature has been devoted to the study of 
order statistics. Developments through the early 1960's were synthesized 
in the volume edited by Sarhan and Greenberg (1962), which, because of 
it's numerous tables, retains its usefulness even today. Harter (1978-
1992) has prepared an eight volume annotated bibliography of order 
statistics with an excess of 4700 entries. Among these all, the book by 
David and Nagaraja (2003) an excellent reference book. Fascinating 
related odysseys are described in Galambos (1978), Harter (1970), Khan 
et al. (1983a,b), Bamett and Lewis (1984),Castillo (1988), Balakrishnan 
and Cohen (1991) and Arnold et al. (1992). 
Statistics can be divided into two main categories, viz. 
i) Descriptive statistics, which deals with the characterization of set of 
data under no assumptions and no legitimacy of techniques. 
ii) Inductive statistics, which reflects some information about 
population under study. 
Inductive statistics is also known as statistical inference, which has been 
mostly developed under the assumption that the sample is drawn from 
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some specific (known) probability distribution. These developments 
broadly fall into two main classes, viz. 
a) Statistical estimation, and 
b) Test of hypotheses. 
In practice we face many situations where it is not possible to assume a 
specific functional form for the underlying distribution function. Hence 
during the past many years concentration has been given to the problem 
of making inferences about unknown distribution functions by taking 
random samples drawn from such populations, under minimal 
assumptions related to distribution functions. This lead to the 
development of the so-called "non parametric" or "distribution free" 
methods in statistics that are based on relatively mild assumptions 
regarding the underlying population, see for example. Gibbons (1971), 
Hollander and Wolfe (1973) and Lehmann (1975). 
Nonparametric statistics continues to flourish today. Hajak (1969), a 
world leader in the theoretical development of nonparametric methods 
states, "Nonparametric methods constitute one of the most successful 
branches of modem statistics. They are widely applicable, quick to 
perform and easy to grasp. Nonparametric theory is elegant, embodying 
easy as well as very advanced aspects and two decades of vigorous 
development have not exhausted its ability to stimulate research". 
In nonparametric problems it is being noted that order statistics are 
playing a vital role. For this reason, in the beginning [e.g. Scheffe 
(1943)], order statistics were also considered as a part of nonparametric 
statistics and one was simply concerned with the properties of a random 
sample whose observations were arranged in ascending or descending 
order of magnitude. Order statistics are particularly useful in 
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nonparametric statistics, because of the properties of an important device 
called the "probability integral transformation" according to which the 
distribution of a distribution function is distribution free. Hence 
considerable amount of new statistical inference theory can be established 
from order statistics assuming the continuity of the cumulative 
distribution function. Order statistics also give very simple inefficient 
solution of some of more important parametric problems of statistical 
estimation and testing of hypotheses. The solution are inefficient in the 
sense that order statistics do not utilize all the information contained in 
the saraple as it would be utilized by the "best possible methods". 
For the sound development of the theory of order statistics, there are both 
practical and theoretical reasons. From the theoretical angle, we often 
desire to develop methods of inference which remain valid under a wide 
class of population distribution functions and from practical point of 
view, we also desire to make a statistical procedure as simple and broadly 
applicable as possible. 
Order statistics and functions of order statistics play an important role in 
statistical theory and methodology. Floods and droughts, longevity, 
breaking strength, aeronautics, oceanography, duration of humans 
organism, components and devices of various kind can all be studied by 
the theory of extreme values. The range is widely used, particularly in 
statistical quality control, as an estimate of a. Many short-cut tests have 
been based on the range and other order statistics. In dealing with small 
samples the studentized rangeis useful in a variety of ways. Apart from 
supplying the basis of many of quick tests, it plays a key role in 
procedures for ranking "treatmenf' means in the analysis of variance 
situation. The studentized range is also used in the detection of outliers. 
By applying the Gauss-Markoff theorem of least squares, it is possible to 
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use linear functions of order statistics for estimating tlie parameters of 
distribution functions. Tiiis application is very useful particularly when 
some of the observations in the sample have been "censored" since in that 
case standard methods of estimation tend to become laborious or 
otherwise unsatisfactory (Lloyd, 1952). Life tests provide an ideal 
illustration of the advantage of order statistics in censored data. Since 
such an experiment may take a long time to complete, it is often 
advantageous to stop after failure of the first r out of n similar items 
under test. 
1.2 Recurrence Relations and Identities of Order Statistics 
Order statistics and their moments have been of great interest from the 
turn of this century since Galton (1902) and Pearson (1902) studied the 
distribution of the difference of two successive order statistics. The 
moments of order statistics assume considerable and fetching importance 
in the statistical literature and have been numerically tabulated 
extensively for several distributions. For example, one can refer to Arnold 
and Balakrishnan (1989), Arnold et al (1992) and David and Nagaraja 
(2003) for a detailed list of these tables. Many authors have investigated 
and derived several recurrence relations and identities satisfied by single 
as well as product moments of order statistics primarily to reduce the 
amount of direct computations. However, one could list the following 
three main reasons why these recurrence relations and identities for the 
moments of order statistics are important: 
i) they reduce the amount of direct computafions considerably, 
ii) they usefully express the higher order moments of order statistics in 
terms of the lower order moments and hence make the evaluation of 
higher order moments easy, 
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iii) they are very useful in checking the computation of the moments of 
order statistics. 
Shah (1966) obtained moments of order statistics from logistic 
distribution. 
Krishnaiah and Rizvi (1967) extended the results of Gupta (1960) for 
gamma distribution with any positive shape parameter. Young (1971) 
established a very simple relation between moments of order statistics of 
the symmetrical inverse multinomial distribution and the moments of 
order statistics of independent standardized gamma variables with integer 
parameter A. 
Joshi (1978) obtained some recurrence relations between the moments of 
order statistics from exponential and right truncated exponential 
distributions and later on Joshi (1979a, b) obtained similar recurrence 
relations for the moments of order statistics from doubly truncated 
exponential distribution. Joshi (1982) also obtained some recurrence 
relations for mixed moments of order statistics from exponential and 
truncated exponential distributions. 
Balakrishnan and Joshi (1983a, b, 1984) obtained recurrence relations for 
single and product moments of order statistics from symmetrically 
truncated logistic distribution and doubly truncated exponential 
distributions. 
Joshi and Balakrishnan (1981) obtained an identity for the moments of 
normal order statistics and showed their applications. 
Balakrishnan and Joshi (1982) obtained the recurrence relations for 
doubly truncated Pareto distribution. 
Khan et al. (1983a) have obtained general results for finding the ^ - t h 
moments of order statistics without considering any particular 
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distribution. These results were utilized to obtain recurrence relations for 
doubly truncated and non truncated distributions. The examples 
considered were Weibull, exponential, Pareto, power function, Cauchy, 
logistic, gamma and beta distribution. Also Khan et al. (1983b) 
established general results for obtaining the product moments of the 
j - th power of the r - th order statistics and the A: - th power of the 
5-th order statistics from an arbitrary continuous distribution. Then they 
utilized these results to determine the recurrence relations between 
product moments of some doubly truncated and non truncated 
distributions, viz. Weibull, exponential, Pareto, power flinction and 
Cauchy. 
Balakrishnan (1985) established some recurrence relations for the single 
and product moments from half logistic distribution. Balakrishnan and 
Aggarv/ala (1996) obtained the relationship for moments of order 
statistics from the right truncated generalized half logistic distribution. 
Balakrishnan et al. (1987) derived recurrence relations for product 
moments of order statistics from log-logistic distribution. Balakrishnan 
and Malik (1987a, b) obtained relations for moments of order statistics 
from truncated log-logistic distribution. All and Khan (1987) obtained the 
recurrence relations between moments of order statistics for log- logistic 
distribution. 
Balakrishnan and Kocherlakota (1986) and Al-Shboul and Khan (1989) 
obtained moments of order statistics for doubly truncated log-logistic 
distribution. 
Khan et al. (1984) obtained the inverse moments of order statistics from 
Weibull distribution whereas Ali and Khan (1996) obtain the ratio and 
product moments of order statistics from Weibull and exponential 
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distribution. Unifying earlier results Khan and Athar (2000) established 
relation for ratio and product moments of order statistics from doubly 
truncated Weibull distribution. 
Ali and Khan (1995) have obtained ratio and product moment of two 
order statistics of different order from Burr distribution. Further they have 
deduced the moments and inverse moments of single order statistics from 
the product moments. 
Ali and Khan (1997) established the recurrence relations for the 
expectation of a function of single order statistics from a general class of 
distribution. Further Ali and Khan (1998) also established the recurrence 
relations for the expected values of certain functions of two order 
statistics. Saran and Pushkarana (1999) established the recurrence relation 
for single and product moments of order statistics from doubly truncated 
generalized exponential distribution. Related results may also be found in 
Khan et al. (1987) and Khan and Abu-Salih (1988). 
It may be noted here that many of the above mentioned results for the 
moments of order statistics from an arbitrary continuous distributions 
have been listed in a survey article by Malik et al. (1988) whereas 
Balakrishnan et al. (1988) established similar results on moments of order 
statistics from some specific continuous distribution. 
Order statistics play an important role in statistics in characterizing the 
distributions. The recurrence relations for single and product moments of 
order statistics obtained by Khan et al. (1983a, b) have nicely been 
applied to characterize the probability distributions. Reference may be 
made to Govindarajulu (1975), Hwang and Lin (1984), Khan et al. 
(1987), Khan and Khan (1987), Khan and Ali (1987), Lin (1988, 1989), 
Huang (1989), Khan and Abu-Salih (1989), Kamps (1991) and others. 
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1.3 Distribution of Single Order Statistics 
Here in this section we will discuss the basic distribution theory of order 
statistics by assuming that population is absolutely continuous. 
Let X-^,X2,---,X^ be a random sample of size n from a continuous 
population having pdf f{x) and df F{x). Let X .^^  <X2.„ <---<X^.„ 
be the corresponding order statistics. 
The pdf of X^.^ , the r-th order statistics is given by (David and 
Nagaraja, 2003) 
fr.n(^)-7^ -[F{x)Y-\l-F{x)r-'f{x), 
{r -l)]{n-r)l 
-oo<x<oo. (1.3.1) 
The pdf s of smallest and largest order statistics are 
/l, ,(x) = 4 1 - ^ W f " V W , - a ) < x < a ) (1.3.2) 
and 
f^,^{x) = n[F(x)f-^f{x), -cx)<x<a) (1.3.3) 
The cumulative distributions function of the smallest and largest order 
statistics are easily derived by integrating the pdf's in (1.3.2) and (1.3.3) 
are as 
Fi.„(jc) = l - [ l - / ^ ( x ) f , -oo<x<oo 
and 
F,,,{x) = [F{x)f,-co<x<co. 
In general, the df of X^.^ is given by 
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Fr:ni^) = Pri^r.n^^) 
= Pr (at least r of Z^, ^ 2 , • • •, X^ are less than or equal to x) 
= ^ P r (exactly i of X|,X2,---,X„ are less than or equal to x) 
n rn\ 
- Z . [F{x)n\-F{x)r~\ -a)<x<a) 
/=rV'J 
(1.3.4) 
The df of Xf.j^ may also be obtained by integrating the pdf of Z^.„ in 
(1.3.1) as 
X 
Fr.ni^)= \fr.nWt 
- 0 0 
n\ 
{r-\)\{n-r)\ \[F{t)r\\-F{t)f-'f{t)dt 
- 0 0 
{r-\)\{n-r) 
du (1.3.5) 
= I F ( X ) ( ^ « - ^ + 1 ) : (1.3.6) 
which is Pearson's (1934) incomplete beta function. Equation (1.3.6) may 
also be obtained by the relationship between binomial sums and 
incomplete beta function. It may be expressed in negative binomial sums 
as (Khan, 1991) 
n-r{^_Y_l\ 
/=0 r-\ 
FrA^)=ll\ . [F{x)X[\-F{x)f-'-\ -co<x<oo 
(1.3.7) 
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For continuous case the pdf of X^..^ may also be obtained by 
differentiating (1.3.5) w.r.t. x. 
The ^ - th (^ > 1) moment of X^.^ is define as 
Mr:n ~ ^\^r:n) 
00 
= jx^ fr.n(x)dx (1.3.8) 
- 0 0 
1.4 Joint Distribution of Two Order Statistics 
The joint pdf of X^.„ and X^.„, \<r<s<n is given by 
{r - l)\{s - r - [)l{n ~ sy. 
x[l-Fiy)f-'fix)f(y),~^<x<y<cx^ (1.4.1) 
The joint df of Jf^.„ andX^.„, {\<r<s<n) can be obtained as 
follows: 
= Pr(at least r of Jf|,X2,---,X^ are at most x and at least s 
of Xi,X2,---,Xfj are at most ; ;) . 
n j 
- ^ ^Pr(exactly i of Xi,X2,---,Xf^ are at most x and 
exactly j of Xi,X2,---,X^ are at mostj^). 
t iTiT^-^TT -mx)nF{y)-F{x)]J-\\-Fiy)rJ . 
(1.4.2) 
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We can write the joint df of X^.^ and X^.^ in (1.4.2) equivalently as: 
Fr,s:ni^^y) = -, TTT. 7:T, zX I " (v - «) ' 
{r - \)\{s - r - \)\{n - s)\ •^ ^ 
x{l-vf~'dudv. 
= h{x),F{y)ir,s-r,n-s + \), - co<x<7<oo , (1.4.3) 
which is incomplete bivariate beta function. 
It may be noted that for x > ^^  
The product moments of the 7 - th and A:-th order of X^.„ and X^.„ 
respectively, {\<r <s<n) is given by 
/^ri.S = E[xi,n x L ] = \\ xJy^f,^,:„{x,y)dxdy. (1.4.4) 
—co<x<y<<x) 
Remark 1.4.1: The ranking of random variables X-^,X2,---,Xj^ is 
preserved under any monotonic increasing transformation of the random 
variables. 
Remark 1.4.2: Regarding the probability integral transformation, if 
Xf..yj, l<r<n, are the order statistics from a continuous distribution 
F{x), then the transformation t/^.^ =F(X^.^) produces a random 
variable which is the r - t h order statistic from a uniform distribution on 
t/(0,l). 
Remark 1.4.3: Even if Zi,X2,---,X„ are independent random 
variables, order statistics are not independent random variables. 
Remark 1.4.4: Let X^,X2,---,X^ be iid random variables from a 
continuous distribution, then the set of order statistics 
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{X\.yi,X2-n,'"->^n\n) ^^  ^^^^ sufficient and complete (Lehmann, 
1986). 
Remark 1.4.5: Let X be a continuous random variable with 
i) If a = E{X) exits then a^.^ exists, but converse is not 
necessarily true. That is, a^..^ may exist for certain (but not all) 
values of r, even though a does not exist. 
ii) a^.f^ for all n determine the distribution completely. 
1.5 Truncated and Conditional Distribution of Order Statistics 
Let X be a continuous random variable having pdf f(x) and df F{x) 
in the interval [-co,oo]. 
Now if for the given Pj and Q^ 
Let 
Qi Pi 
lf{x)dx = Qand jf{x)dx = P, (1.5.1) 
— OT —00 
This implies 
JMx)dx = P-Q 
1 '\ 
or, - — - \fx{x)dx = \. 
Thus doubly truncated pdf of X is given by 
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and the corresponding df is 
The lower and upper truncation points are Qi, P[ respectively; the 
proportions of truncation are Q on the left and 1-P on the right. If we 
put Q--^, the distribution will be truncated to the right. Similarly, 
forP = 1, the distribution will be truncated to the left. Whereas fovQ = 0, 
P = 1, we get the non truncated distribution. Truncated distributions are 
useful in finding the conditional distributions of order statistics. 
In the following, we will relate the conditional distribution of order 
statistics (conditioned on another order statistic) to the distribution of 
order statistics from a population whose distribution is truncated from the 
original population distribution F(x). 
Statement 1.5.1 (David and Nagaraja, 2003): Let Xj,X2,---,X„ be a 
random sample from an absolutely continuous population with df F{x) 
and pdf f{x), and let X|.^ -^2-n -'"--^n-n denote the order statistics 
obtained from this sample. Then the conditional distribution of X^.^, 
given that X^.^ =y for s>r ,h the same as the distribution of the r - th 
order statistic obtained from a sample of size {s -1) from a population 
whose distribution is truncated on the right at ;;. 
Statement 1.5.2 (David and Nagaraja, 2003): Let Xj,X2,---,X^ 
be a random sample from an absolutely continuous population with 
dfF{x) and pdf f{x), and let Jfj.^ < J;'2:« -'"-^n:n denote the order 
statistics obtained from this sample. Then the conditional distribution of 
Xg.^, given that X^.„ = x for r < ^ , is the same as the distribution of the 
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{s - r) - th order statistic obtained from a sample of size {n - r) from a 
population whose distribution is truncated on the left at x. 
Statemient 1.5.3: Let Xi,X2,---,X^ be a random sample from an 
absolutely continuous population with dfF{x) and pdf f{x), and let 
Z|.^ ^-^2:« -'"-^n-n denote the order statistics obtained from this 
sample. Then the conditional distribution of X^^ given that X^.^ = x 
and Xf.ji = z for 1 < r < J' < ? < «, is the same as the distribution of the 
(s - r) - th order statistic obtained from a sample of size {t-r -\) from 
a population whose distribution is truncated on the left at x and on the 
right at z. 
Proof: The joint density functions of X^.y^, X^.„ and X^.„, 
{\<r <s<t<n) is given by 
Jr,s,t:n\'^^y-'^) n\ {r-\)\{s-r-\)\{t-s-\)\{n-t)\ [F{x)] 
r-\ 
[F{y)-F{x)r-'-^ [F{z)-F{x)t'-^ [\~F{z)f-' 
fix)f{y)f{z), -co<x<y<z<co (1.5.4) 
From equation (1.5.4) we obtain the conditional density function of X^.„ 
given that Xf..^ =x and Xf.j^ = z to be 
Js:n(y\^r:n -^•>^t\n - ^) 
{t-r-\)\ 
{s-r-\)\{t-s-\)\ 
F{y)-F{x) 
F{z)-F{x) 
s-r-\ 
F{z)-F{y) 
F{z)-F{x)_ 
t-s-\ fiy) 
F{z)-Fix) 
, x<y<z (1.5.5) 
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The result follows immediately from (1.5.5) upon noting that 
^ and -^^ are the df and pdf of the population 
F{zy-F{x) F(z)-F(x) 
truncated on the left at x and on the right at z. 
Remark 1.5.1: Statement 1.5.1 follows from Statement 1.5.3 by 
replacing t with n + l with the conventions = X„+i.^ = /^, where /] is 
the upper range of X, F(/?) = 1. 
Remark 1.5.2: Statement 1.5.2 follows from Statement 1.5.3 by 
letting r = 0 with the convention x = XQ.JJ - a (lower limit). 
Remark 1.5.3: Order statistics in a sample from a continuous 
distribution form a Markov chain, that is 
~ J K^f.n \^r:n ~ •^r^ ^s'.n ~ -^s) • 
So, because of the Markovian properties of order statistics, it is of no use 
to condition it on more than two order statistics. 
1.6 Some Results 
We have Khan at al. (1983a, b) results on recurrence relations for 
moments as below: 
i) For finite , n > 1 and k = 1,2,- • • 
^\!^^=Qx^k\x^-\\-F{x)fdx (1.6.1) 
Q\ 
ii) For 2<r<n, n>2 and k = 1,2,-• • 
A„_lA P^ 
K^-h 
A:-lrr ' / M ^ - l n 17/^ ,\^n~r+\ klx'-'[Fix)Y-'[l-F{x)f-'^'dx 
(1.6.2) 
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iii) For \<r <s<n and j,k>Q, 
X [F{y) - Fix)]'-'-^[[1 - Fix)]^-'-"^ f{x)dydx, (1.6.3) 
where 
C n\ r,s-\:n ( r - l ) ! ( 5 - r - l ) ! ( n - 5 + l)! 
iv) For \<r<n-\ and j,k>0 
P P 
/^ '^;S.=/^ ^^ '^^ +c,,^  nxV-^[F(x)ri 
x[\-F{x)f~''f{x)dydx, (1.6.4) 
where 
/7 ' 
C - -ir-\)l{n-r)\ 
v) For 1 < r < ,5 < «, and 7 > 0 
j y , 0 ) _ (7,0) ^ . . . _ J7 ,0 ) ^ (J) .^^ . 
1.7 Continuous Distributions 
I. Pareto Distribution 
A random variable X is said to have the Pareto distribution if its pdf 
f{x) and df F{x) are of the form given below: 
f{x)^va^x~^''^^\x>a, «,v>0 (1.7.1) 
F{x)^\-a''x~\ x>a, a,v>0. (1.7.2) 
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Many socio-economic and naturally occurring quantities are distributed 
according to Pareto law. For example, distribution of city population 
sizes, personal income etc. 
II. Power Function Distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a power function distribution if its 
pdf and df are of the form given below: 
f{x)^va ^x" \0<x<a, a,v>0 (1.7.3) 
F ( » = « ~ V , 0 < x < a , a,v>0. (1.7.4) 
The power flmction distribution is used to approximate representation of 
the lower tail of the distribution of random variable having fixed lower 
bound. It may be noted that if X has a power function distribution, then 
Y = \/X has a Pareto distribution. 
III. Beta Distribution 
a) Beta distribution of first kind 
A random variable X is said to have the beta distribution of first kind if 
its pdf is of the form 
f{x) = —^y-\l-x)^-\ 0<x<l, p,q>0. (1.7.5) 
Beta distribution arises as the distribution of an ordered variable from a 
rectangular distribution. Suppose Z^.„ is an ordered sample from 
f7(0,l), then X^.„ is distributed as B{r,n-r + \). The standard 
rectangular distribution i?(0,l) is the special case of beta distribution of 
first kind obtained by putting the exponents p and q equal to 1. If ^ = 1, 
the distribution reduces to power function distribution. 
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b) Beta distribution of second kind 
The continuous random variable X which is distributed according to 
probability law: 
1 xP-^ f{x) = ~ - — , p,q>0, 0<x<oo (1.7.6) 
^ ( A ^ ) ( 1 + X)^"^^ 
is known as a beta variate of the second kind with parameters p and q. 
Remark 1.7.1: Beta distribution of second kind reduces to beta 
distribution of first kind if we replace 1 + x by \ly. 
Usage: The Beta distribution is one of the most frequently employed 
distributions to fit theoretical distributions. Beta distribution may be 
applied directly to the analysis of Markov processes with "uncertain" 
transition probabilities. 
IV. Weibull Distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a Weibull distribution if its pdf is 
given by 
f{x) = epxP~^e''^''\ 0<x<oo, e>0, p>Q (1.7.7) 
and the df is given by 
F{x) = \-e~^''\ 0<x<oo, ^ > 0 , j:?>0 (1.7.8) 
Remark 1.7.2: If we put p = \ in (1.7.7), we get the pdf of 
exponential distribution. 
Remark 1.7.3: If we put p = 2, (1.7.7), it gives pdf of Rayleigh 
distribution. 
Remark 1.7.4: If X has a Weibull distribution, then the pdf of 
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F = -plog ^ -1 IS 
which is a form of an Extreme Value distribution. 
Remark 1.7.5: The pdf and the df of inverse Weibull distribution 
is given by 
f(x) = 0px-^P^^K'^''~'', 0<x<oo, ^ > 0 , p > 0 
F{x) = e~^''\ 0<x<oo, e>0, p>0. 
Usage: Weibull distribution is widely used in reliability and quality 
control. The distribution is also useful in cases where the conditions of 
strict randomness of exponential distribution are not satisfied. It is 
sometimes used as a tolerance distribution in the analysis of quantal 
response data. 
V. Exponential Distribution 
A random variable X is said to have an exponential distribution if its 
pdf is given by 
f{x) = 0e~^'', 0<x<oo, 0>O (1.7.9) 
and the df is given by 
F{x) = \-e~^\ 0<x<oo, e>0. (1.7.10) 
Usage: The exponential distribution plays an important role in 
describing a large class of phenomena particularly in the area of 
reliability theory. The exponential distribution has many other 
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applications. In fact, whenever a continuous random variable X 
assuming non-negative values satisfies the assumption: 
Pr(Jr >s+t\X>s)-- Vr{X > t), for all s and / , 
then X will have an exponential distribution. This is particularly a very 
appropriate failure law when present does not depend on the past, for 
example, in studying the life of a bulb etc. 
VI. Rectangular Distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a rectangular distribution if its pdf 
is given by 
f(x) = —^, P<x<X 
x-p 
and the df is given by 
F{x) = ^ ^ , f5<x<X. 
The standard rectangular distribution i?(0,1) is obtained by putting P -0 
and X = \. It is noted that every distribution function F{x) follows 
rectangular distribution /?(0,1). This distribution is used in "rounding 
off errors, probability integral transformation, random number 
generation, traffic flow, generation of normal, exponential distribution 
etc. 
VII. Burr Distribution 
Let X be a continuous random variable, then different forms of df of 
X are listed below (Johnson and Kotz, 1970): 
1 F(x) = jc, 0 < x < l 
2 F(x) = (l + e" ' ' )"^, - (»<j<<» 
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3 F(jc) = (l + jc ^) ^, 0<x<oo 
F{x) = 1 + 
/ N 1 / C 
' c-x^ 
-i-k 
\ X J 
0<k<c 
5 F(x) = [\ + ce-^^''']-\ --<x<-
2 2 
6 F{x) = [l + ce-'''^']-'', -oo<x<oo 
7 F(x) = 2 ^(1 + tanhx)^, -oo<x<oo 
8 F(x) = ^ 2 _ - i ^ tan e 
\ ^ 
•00 < x < 00 
9 i^(x) = l 
c[{l + e''f -l] + 2 
, - 0 0 < X <oo 
10 F{x) = (l + e''' f, 0<x<oo 
/ 
11 F{x) = X sin2;7x 
2;T 
, 0 < x < l 
12 F(x) = l - ( l + x'')~^, 0<x<oo, 
where k and c are positive parameters. 
Special attention is given to type XII, whose pdf is given as: 
f{x) = kcx''~\\+x''y^^^^\ 0<x<oo, k,c>^. 
This distribution is frequently used for the purpose of graduation and in 
reliability theory. At c = l, it is called Lomax distribution whereas at 
A: = 1, it is known as Log-logistic distribution. 
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VIII. Logistic Distribution 
A random variable X is said to follow the standard logistic if its pdf is 
given by 
f(x) = - , -co<x<cx) (1.7.11) 
(l + e'^'f 
and corresponding df is 
F(x) = , -oo<x<oo (1.7.12) 
IX. Cauchy Distribution 
The special form of the Pearson type VII distribution, with pdf 
/ (x ) = — —, -co<x<oo, 
^^[\ + {{x-e)/Af] 
/ i > 0 , -oo<^<oo (1.7.13) 
is called the Cauchy distribution. 
The df is given by 
^ . X 1 1 - 1 
F(x) = ~ + —tan 
2 TT 
, - 0 0 < X < 0 0 , 
A>0, -oo<6'<oo (1.7.14) 
The distribution is symmetrical about x-0. The distribution does not 
possess finite moments of order greater than or equal to 1, and so does 
not possess a finite expected value or standard deviation. However, 6 and 
X are location and scale parameters, respectively, and may be regarded as 
being analogous to mean and standard deviation. 
There is no standard form of the Cauchy distribution, as it is not possible 
to standardize without using (finite) values of mean and standard 
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deviation, which does not exist in this case. However, a standard form is 
obtained by putting ^ = 0, /I = 1 and its pdf is given by 
f{x) = - - , -Go<x<oo (1.7.15) 
^(1 + x^) 
and the standard df is 
F(x) = —+ —tan" X, -c»<jc<oo. 
2 TT 
Chapter II 
RECUiyiENCE RELATIONS AND IDENTITIES FOR MOMENTS 
OF ORDER STATISTICS FROM SOME SPECIFIC 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
2.1 Infroduction 
In this chapter, we hst and analyze some recurrence relations available for 
single as well as product moments of order statistics from some specific 
continuous distributions such as Normal, Logistic, Exponential, Weibull, 
Pareto, Power function, Cauchy, Burr and their truncated distributions. 
These recurrence relations can be used systematically in a simple 
recursive way in order to compute all the single and product moments of 
order statistics for all sample sizes. 
2.2 Normal Distribution 
For any differentiable function g{x) such that differentiation of g{x) 
with respect to its argument and expectation of g{x) with respect to an 
absolutely continuous distribution are interchangeable, Govindarajulu 
(1963) has shown that 
E[g'{X,,„)] = -iE[g{X,,^)f'{X,,^)/f{X,,„)] (2.2.1) 
s=l 
for l<r<n, where f(x) denotes the probability density function of the 
random variable X. 
For excimple, for g{x) = x, equation (2.2.1) gives 
- lE[Xr:nf i^s:n)ff {^s:n)] = l ^^r<n. (2.2.2) 
5-1 
For standard normal distribution with pdf 
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/ ( x ) = ^ = e , -oo<x<oo, 
it is easy to see that / (x) = -xf{x), whence relation (2.2.2) immediately 
gives the identity 
Y.l^r,s:n=^r l < r < « . (2.2.3) 
5 = 1 
Also since ^Jiis:n-^^i^)-^^ equation (2.2.3) yields the following 
s=\ 
identity: 
H^r,s:n - YX^^^r.n ^s:n) ~ ^i^r:n)^i^s:n)\ 
s=\ 5=1 
n n 
~ 2^Mr,s:n ~ Mr:n l^Ms:n 
5=1 5=1 
= i:Mr,s:n=^, ^^r<n. (2.2.4) 
5=1 
The above identities in (2.2.3) and (2.2.4) have also been obtained by 
Seal (1956). In other worlds, each row (or column) in the variance-
covariance matrix of normal order statistics add up to I. These identities 
have been applied by Davis and Stephen (1978) for checking the 
accuracy of the approximation for variance and covariances of normal 
order statistics while improving the David and Johnson's (1954) 
approximations for these quantities. Note that the identities in (2.2.3) and 
(2.2.4) also hold for the half normal (chi) distribution with pdf 
/(x) = j ^ ^ - ^ ' / ^ x>0, 
as in this case also we have f'{x) = -xf{x). 
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Govinarajulu (1963) has established a result given in the following 
theorem which also holds good for the normal and half normal 
distributions. 
Theorem 2.2.1: For any arbitrary absolutely continuous distribution 
for which f\x) = -xf{x), (that is for standard normal, half normal or 
generalized truncated normal densities) one has, for \<r<n 
fn\ n-r 1 ^n-r^ 
V ^ J 
Mm+r-\,m+r:m+r' (^•^•JJ 
Proof: By definition 
J2)_ n[ 00 
{r-\)\{n-r)\_ \X\F{X)X~\\ - Fix)]""'' f{x)dx 00 
writing xf{x)dx - d[-f{x)] and integrating by parts once, one obtains 
{r-\)\{n-r)\ m . . . . i r / M ^ - I M Z7/ M n-r |C0 
1-00 
00 
+ \[F{x)r'[\-F{x)f-' f{x)dx 
- 0 0 
00 
r-2. + (r -1) \xf\x)[F{x)r\\ - F{x)f-'ck 
- 0 0 
00 
r-1, ^n-r-\ 
-{n-r) \xf\x)[F{x)r'[\-F{x)T-'-'dx 
- 0 0 
{r-\)\{n-r)\ n-r 
"• m=0 
m 
fn-r^ 00 r+m-2 
\ /—00 
\xf\x)[F(x)r"'-'dx 
n-r-\ 
+ {n-r) I (-1) 
/=0 
/+1 n 00 \x f 
I 
r+l-2 
\ fix)[F{x)] dx (2.2.6) 
V ' y-oo 
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00 
since y f{y) dy = d [-f{y)\, \y f{y) d{x) = f{x). 
Therefore, 
00 00 100 
I xf\x)[F{x)]^dx= jxf{x)[F{x)f\ lyf{y)dy\dx 
-00 - 0 0 
\lxyf{x)f{y)[F{x)]^dxdy 
-oo<x<_y<oo 
= [(k + \){k + 2)]'^ Mk+\,k+2:k+2 > ^ = 1'2,... 
(2.2.7) 
Using the above result (2.2.7) in the expression for //;.^ i.e., in (2.2.6), 
one gets 
/n=0 
^n-r^ 
V ^ J 
n-r-\ , . Y « - r - l ^ 
X + ( « - r ) 2. (-1) 
(r + m){r + m -1) ^^Q V ' J 
X 
/^r+/,r+/+l:r+/+l 
(r + / + l)(r + /) 
( r - l ) ! ( « - r ) ! 1 n-r Z / i\W ^r+m-l,r+m:r+m 
«! r j^^Y {r + m){r + m-\) 
^n-r^ 
^ ^ J 
(r -1 + m) 
(r-l)!(^-r)!^ Y ( i)^ ^ «-r^  
«! w=0 V ^ y 
,-1 (r + m) fij.j^Yyi_\r+rn:r+m 
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Thus, 
,| n-r 
{r-\)\{n-r)\^J 
^ n-r^ v-1 
V ^ J 
{r + m) /J.f.^/jj^\^f^^/f}-f.^ffj. 
Hence the theorem. 
Joshi and Balakrishnan (1981) have obtained some identities satisfying 
/ (x) = -xf(x) 
These identities have several applications including (i) checking the 
accuracy of the approximation for variances and covariences of normal 
order statistics as developed by Davis and Stephens (1978), and (ii) 
evaluating the variance of standardized selection differential. 
Theorem 2.2.2: For normal and half normal distributions 
n n 
llMr,s:n=^ + llMr-\,s:n^ r = l,2,...,« (2.2.8) 
s=r s=r 
and 
llMr,s:n= Z/^i:«M""^)' r = \,2,...,n-\, (2.2.9) 
s=r+\ s-r+l 
where 
y"0,/:n=OforalU>l. 
Proof: From the marginal density of X^.„, we have 
00 
M^r:=Cr.n lx\F{x)r\\-Fix^-'f{x)dx.. 
- 0 0 
where 
C = {r-l)\in-r)\ 
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Since f'{x) = -xf(x), hence we can write 
00 
MiVi=-C,,n l4F{x)Y-\\-Fix)f-''f'{x)dx. (2.2.10) 
— 00 
Integrating by part by treating - f'{x) for integration and 
^[^(^)]'''"^[1 - F{x)f~'' for differentiation, we get 
/ / S = -Cr.n AF{x)r\\ - F{x)f-'f{x)\ n-r r/-.\ioo 
00 
00 
^C,,n \f{mF{x)Y-\\-F{x)f-' +{r-\){F{x)Y-^fix) 
- 0 0 
-{n- r){F{x)Y-\\ - F{x)Y-'-^ f{x)\dx 
= 0 + 1 + / } + ^ 2 , (2.2.11) 
where 
00 
Jl={r-\)Cr:n \x[F{x)Y-\\-F{x)f-'f{x)dx 
- 0 0 
and 
00 
J2 ={n-r)Cr:n \x[F{x)Y-\\-F{x)f-'-^f{x)ck. 
- 0 0 
00 
The condition f\x) = -xf{x) implies that lyf{y)dy = f{x), and hence 
X 
J\ can be written as 
00 OO 
Jx={r-l)Cr..n \ \xy[F{x)Y-\\-F{x)f-'f{x)f{y)dx . 
-cox 
Writing \-F{x) = [F{y)-F{x)] + [\-F{y)] and expanding 
[1 - Fix)]""'' in power of [F{y) - F{x)\ and [1 - F{y)], we get 
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00 00 
i r - 2 J\-{r-\)Cr.n \ \xy[F{x)r\{F{y)-F{x)} + {\-F{y)]f-' 
- 0 0 X 
xfix)f{y)dxdy 
00 00 
= (r - l)Cr.„ J lxy[Fix)r^ X 
-00 X 5 = r 
[F(>;) - 7 (^x)] s'-r 
in-s x[l-F{y)r-'fix)f{y)cixciy 
I 00 00 
- Z , , ,„ • - ^ j l^y[F{x)r^[Fiy)-F{x)r 
,_Jr-2)\(s-r)\{n-s)\ 
^n-s x[l-Fiy)r-'f{x)f{y)dxdy 
n 
Similarly, 
n 
'^2 ~ 2^Mr,s:n • 
s=r+\ 
Substituting these values of J^ and J2 in equation (2.2.11) we get 
/ " r : « - 1 + Z Mr-\,s:n " llMr,s:n (2.2.12) 
5=r 5=r-i-l 
which gives equation (2.2.8). Equation (2.2.9) can now be obtained by 
writing expressions for ju^.J, s = r + \,...,n from equation (2.2.12) and 
adding the resulting equations. 
For r = n-\, equation (2.2.9) reduces to / / ^ = 1 + l^n-\,n:n ^  result 
proved in Govindarajulu(1963). 
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For the standard normal distribution it is well known that 
n n 
see for example, David and Nagarajan (2003). Equation (2.2.8) shows 
n 
that y^W] 5:« = 1, holds for half normal distribution as well. 
5 = 1 
Theorem 2.2.3: Assume the conditions of Theorem 2.2.2., then for 
r = l,2,...,« 
n 
lll^r,s:n='^ + W\:\^r-\:n-\ (2.2.13) 
s=\ 
and 
Y.^r,s:n =^-{n-r +1)//}.} (//^.„ - /^r-V.n)^ (2.2.14) 
5=1 
where 
//0:^=0 for all ?>0. 
Proof: For r-\, equation (2.2.13) has been proved in Theorem 2.2.2. 
For r==2,3,---,« Joshi and Balakrishnan (1980) have shown that the 
identity 
n r-\ 
Z ^^r-\,s•n + Z/^r,5:« =«M:l/^r-l:«-l (2.2.15) 
5=r 5=1 
holds for the moments of order statistics from an arbitrary continuous 
distribution. On adding equation (2.2.8) and (2.2.15), the equation 
(2.2.13) follows. Equation (2.2.14) can now be proved by using equation 
(2.2.13). 
Now we give below some identities satisfied by the moments of normal 
order statistics. (Balakrishnan et al, 1988). 
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Theorem 2.2.4: For n>2 
n 5-1 
Z Z7^^=(«-i)- '^S 
n ^(2) 
5=2 r I'j (« - 5 + 1) ti^ir-X) 
n A2) 
_2 r{r -1) 
(2.2.16) 
(2.2.17) 
Mr,s:n 
for n>2 
n 5-1 
I Z — 
^^ 2 ^=x{n-s + \){n-s + l) 
and for z = 3,4,---
n 1 
2 3 n) -z 
(2.2.18) 
r=2 
^r,s:n 
n 5-1 
z z 
s~2r=\ (" ~ ^ + 1)(" - 5 + 2)-"(« - 5 + /) 
c\ 
(/-!)(/-2) 
r/ 
IV 
n + i-2 
i-1 
(z-l) " rr + z - 3 Z 
r=2 z-3 
r-r.r 
J 
(2.2.19) 
where C] = 1 [(« + !)(«+ 2)---(« + / -2)] 
2.3 Logistic distribution 
From equation (1.7.11) and (1.7.12), it is easy to note that 
/(x) = F(x)[l-F(x)]. (2.3.1) 
The relation in (2.3.1) has been utilized by Shah (1966, 1970) to establish 
some simple recurrence relations satisfied by the single and the product 
moments of order statistics. These results are presented in the following 
two theorems. 
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Theorem 2.3.1: For the standard logistic distribution with pdf and 
# a s in (1.7.11) and (1.7.12), we have for A: = 1,2,... 
and 
n-.n+i n-.n ^n-.n ' -^^-i 
j ;^) =/,W+^/,(^-^) \<r<n 
(2.3.2) 
(2.3.3) 
where 
4^^=l for l<r<n. 
Proof: Using the relation in (2.3.1), the equation (1.3.2) gives for r = 1 
00 
4« =" lx''~^Fi^)[l-Fi^)fdx. 
Integrating this by parts, treating x for integration and the rest of the 
integrand for differentiation, we get 
(k-l) n 00 00 n \x^F{x)[\-F{x)f~^f{x)dx- \x^[\-F{x)f f{x)dx 
n 
00 00 
n \x^{\-F{x)f-\f{x)dx-{n + \) \x''[\-F{x)f f{x)(h 
- 0 0 
'-fi^;'^ =n \x\\-F{x)r'f{x)dx 
00 
-{n + \) lx'[\-F{x)ff{x)dx] 
. W -.(k)_k (k-l) 
which proves the Theorem (2.3.1). 
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Next we can write //;.„ -* by using (2.3.1) in (1.3.2) as 
H^v.n 
1 00 
.k-l n-r+l 
(r-l)l(n-r)\ \x''~'[F{x)Y[\ - F{x)f-'"^^dx, \<r<n 
k-\ Integrating this by parts, treating x for integration and the rest of the 
integrand for differentiation, we get 
r-r:n 
n\ 
{r-\)\{n-r)\k 
00 
{n-r + \) \x''[F{x)\''[\ - F{x)f~'f{x)dx 
00 
1 A - - 1 
-r \x''[F{x)'\''~\\-F{x)f~''^^f{x)dx 
-00 
n\ 
{r-\)\{n-r)\k 
00 
(« + l) \x''[F{x)]'[\-F{x)f~'' f{x)dx 
00 
i r - 1 
- r \x''[F{x)X~'\\-F{x)f~'f{x)dx (2.3.4) 
The relation (2.3.3) is derived upon simplifying equation (2.3.4). 
Theorem 2.3.2: For the standard logistic population, we have 
/^r,r+l:«+l ~ 
« + l 
n-r + l 
r (2) 1_ 
\<r<n-\ (2.3.5) 
and 
Mr,s:n+l 
n + \ 
n -s + 1 
^r,s:n Mr,s-V.n 
n- s + 2 
n + \ 'Mr,s-]:n+] 
1 
n-s + \ Mr:n 
\<r<s<n-l, s-r>2. (2.3.6) 
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Proof: From the joint density function of X .^„ and X^.^ in equation 
(1.4.1), we may write for \<r <s <n 
Mrn ~ ^ V-^r.n -^s:n\ 
using relation (2.3.1), we get 
1 00 
//r:n = , ,,„ ""' ,,„ ^ \x[F{x)r\l{x)\f{x)dx, (2.3.7) 
{r-\)\{s-r-\)\{n-s)\_^ 
where 
00 
I{x) = l[Fiy) - F{x)r''-\\ - F{y)f-'^^F{y)dy 
By writing F(y) = [1 - {1 - F{y)}], I{x) can be written as 
00 
Kx) - l[Fiy) - Fix)Y-'-\\ - F{y)f-'^^ dy 
00 
- \[F(y) - F(x)f-''-\\ - F{y)f-'^^F{y)dy. 
Now integrating by parts, we obtain for 5 = r +1 
00 
I{x) = {n-r)\y[\-F{y)f-'-^ f{y)dy 
00 
- (« - r +1) \y[\ - F{y)f-' f{y)dy - xF{x){\ - F{x)r' 
(2.3.8) 
and for 5 - r > 2 
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00 
I{x) = Un-s + l) ly[F{y) - Fix)]'-''' [1 - F{y)f 
00 
^f{y)dy-{s-r-l)ly[F{y)-F{x)] s-r-2 
A\-F{y)f-'^^f{y)dy\ 
00 
{n-s + 2) \y[F{y) - F{x)r-'-\\ - F{y)\ 1^-5 + 1 
00 
xf{y)dy-{s-r-\)\y[F{y)-F{x)] s-r-2 
Al-F{y)f-'^^f{y)dy (2.3.9) 
The recurrence relations in (2.3.5) and (2.3.6) follow upon substituting 
the expressions of I{x) in (2.3.8) and (2.3.9), respectively, into equation 
(2.3.7) and then simplifying the resulting equations. 
2.4 Symmetric Truncated Logistic Distribution 
Using (1.5.2) and (1.7.11), the truncated pdf for logistic distribution is 
given by 
- X f n \ fix) = (P-Q)i\ + e-'f , log 
Q 
\^-Qj 
< JC < log 
where Q\=log[Q/{\-Q)] and T^  =log[P/(l-P)] and on using 
(1.5.3), the# willbe 
F{x) = (l + g - ^ ) - ^ - g 
P-Q 
[\-F{x)] = P - ( l + g~^)"^ 
P-Q 
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Thus, in the case of symmetric truncation (^ = 1 - P), we have 
F{x)[\-Fix)]^ + -fix) {P-Qf P-Q 
Thus, in view of (1.6.2) and (2.4.1) 
^r:n f^r-\:n-\ 
k \x^-\F{xy{~\\-F{x)f 
yr-h 
-r 
f PQ P + Q ., , 
(P-Qf P-Q dx 
{P-Q) 
P + Q k a-\) 
{P-Q)r-V'-^-"-^ 
That is. 
(2.4.1) 
1 -
n-l PQ 
r - l ( p _ 0 2 
(k) n-l PQ (k) 
^r-hn-l % _ 1 / p _ ^x2 ^r-2:n-2 (P-QY 
, P + Q k (k) 
If we set P = 1 and g = 0 in (2.4.2), we get 
(2.4.2) 
^(^)_^w +J_/,(^-i) 
(2.4.3) 
This expression for non-truncated logistic distributions was obtained by 
Shah (1970). 
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2.5 Exponential Distribution 
For the standard exponential distribution with pdf and df with ^ = 1 as 
in (1.7.9) and (1.7.10), it is to see that 
f{x) = \-F{x), 0<x<oo. (2.5.1) 
By making use of the relation in equation (2.5.1) for the standard 
exponential distribution, one can drive recurrence relations single and 
product moments of all order statistics. These results, due to Joshi (1978, 
1982), are presented in the following two theorems. 
Theorem 2.5.1: For the standard exponential distribution, we have for 
and 
/'S=/'S-.-l+-^':"""' 2Sr<«. (2.5.3) 
Proof: For l < r < « a n d A: = l,2,---. 
Let us consider 
1 00 
( r - l ) ! ( « - r ) ! ^ 
which upon using (2.5.1) can be written as 
CX3 
^r'n'^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ 7 ^ ^ l^'~\Fi^)r\l-F(x)r'^^'dx. (2.5.4) ( r - l ) ! (« -r ) !Q 
Upon integrating the right-hand side of (2.5.4) by part treating x ~ for 
integration and the rest of the integrand for differentiation, we obtain for 
l<r<n and k = l,2,---
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r^r.n 
n\ 
{r-\)\{n-r)\k 
00 
i r - l i {n-r + \)\x'[F{x)\'-\\-F{x)f-
0 
00 
^r-2^ iA7-r+l X f{x)dx -{r-\) \x''[F{x)Y~\\ - F{x)f''''^^f{x)dx 
0 1 
(2.5.5) 
The relation in (2.5.2) follows immediately form (2.5.5) upon setting 
r = 1. Further, by spHtting the first integral on the right hand-side of 
(2.5.5) into two and combining one of them with the second integral, we 
get 
r-r.n 
n\ 
{r-X)\{n-r)\k 
00 
00 
i r - 1 , 
n \x^\F{xy{~\\-F{x)f~'^ f{x)dx 
I 0 
1^-2, ( r -1 ) \x\F{x)r%-F{x)f~'f{x)<h\ 
0 
-ir„(^)_^W 1 
n 
which proves the relation in (2.5.3). 
Theorem 2.5.2: For the standard exponential distribution 
y"r,r+l:«=^/"r?n+ ^r.n ^ \<r<n-\ 
n-r 
(2.5.6) 
and 
1 
Ar,5:n = >"r,5-l:n + \^^r.n ^ \<r <s<n, s-r>l. {1.5.1) 
n- s + \ 
Proof;; To establish the relations, we shall first of all write, for 
\<r <s<n 
0 
t^v.n ~ ^L^ r'.n-^ s:nJ 
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x[F(y) - F(x)]^-^-^[l - Fiy)r-'fix)f{y)dxdy 
1 CO 
= : ^ ;: lx[F{x)Y-hix)f{x)dx, (2.5.8) 
(r -\)l{s -r-\y\n-s)\Q 
where 
00 
/OO = \[F{y) - F{x)f-'-\\ - F{y)f-' f{y)dy. (2.5.9) 
Upon using (2.5.1) in equation (2.5.9), we have 
00 
/Oc)= \[F{y)-F(x)r-''-\l-F{y)f-'^^dy. (2.5.10) 
Integrating the right-hand side of (2.5.10) by parts, treating dy for 
integration and the rest of the integrand for differentiation, we obtain, 
when s = r + l 
00 
/(x) = {n-r) ly[l - F{y)f-'-^ f{y)dy - [1 - F(x)f-' (2.5.11) 
X 
and, when s-r>2 
00 
I{x) = {n-s + \) ly[F{y) - F(x)]^-^-^[l - F{y)f-'f{y)dy Vir\^ -r\,x)'^ ^ ' 
X 
00 
- (. - r -1) ly[F{y) - F{x)r'-\\ - F{y)f-'^^f{y)dy 
(2.5.12) 
The relation in (2.5.6) and (2.5.7) follow readily when we substitute the 
expression of I(x) in equation (2.5.11) and (2.5.12), respectively, into 
equation (2.5.8) and simplifying the resulting equations. 
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Remark 2.5.1: The recurrence relations presented in Theorems 2.5.1 
and 2.5,2 are easy to implement through a simple computer program in 
order to evaluate the first k single moments and the product moments of 
all order statistics at least up to moderate sample sizes. One has to be 
aware, however, of the possible accumulation of rounding error that 
would arise when this recursive computation is implemented for large 
sample sizes. 
2.6 Weibull Distribution 
Balakrishnan and Joshi (1981a) have established a recurrence relation for 
the moments of order statistics from two parameter Weibull distribution. 
This enables one to obtain all the single moments of order statistics for 
which exact and explicit expressions are given by Lieblein (1955). The 
explicit expression due to Lieblein (1955) involve an extensive use of 
gamma functions. But, this could be averted by using the recurrence 
relation due to Balakrishnan and Joshi (1981a) given as below: 
Let X•[,X2,•••,Xy^ be a random sample of size n from a two parameter 
weibull distribution with df 
'0 Jor x<0 
F{x) = \ (2.6.1) 
[l-exp(-jc^^^) Jor x>0 , p , ^ > 0 
Relation I: For \<r<n and k> 1 
/'S = /'«,.„-,+4"";l]-*-'{exp(-x^'^)}"-"' 
x{exp(-x^/^)}''"^c^x (2.6.2) 
Proof: David and Nagaraja (2003) have shown that for an arbitrary 
distribution with df 
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ryj^yX) — rf._Yji\X) 
( n ^ 
yr-h 
[F{xy[~\\ -F{x)f~'^^ (2.6.3) 
with -Fo.„(x) = 1 for all x so that (2.6.3) is true for r = 1 as well. Further, 
for any arbitrary distribution we have 
{r - l)F^.„(x) + (« -r + 1)/V_i:„(x) = «/v_i:„_i (x). (2.6.4) 
Then on substituting for />_!:„(A:) from (2.6.4) in equation (2.6.3), we 
get 
Fr:n{^) = Fr-\:n-\i^)- [F{x)r\\-F{x)f-'^^ (2.6.5) 
Now with F{x) as in (2.6.1) we have (for example, see Parzen, 1960, p. 
212) 
00 
^^^}=k\x^-\\-F,,^{x)]dx 
0 
^r-\:n-\ 
00 
^-irpvnr-v^/^M«-''+i jx'^-^[exp(-x^^^)] 
x{exp(-x^^^)}''"^^ 
on using equation (2.6.5), which establishes (2.6.2). 
(2.6.6) 
In order to evaluate moments of order statistics using the recurrence 
relation in (2.6.2) we proceed as follows. For m > 1, consider the integral, 
00 
Jk{Um)= |x^'^[exp(-x^^^)]^[l-exp(-x^^^)]'"^ 
0 
=J^( / ,m-l) -J^( / + l,m-l) (2.6.7) 
By writing [l-exp(-x^/^)]'" as [l-exp(-x^/^)]"^-^[l-exp(-Jc^/^)] 
and splitting the integral in two. Also 
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0 0 
0 
^0} kip 
\ P J 
(2.6.8) 
Thus, J]^ (/, 0), , / > 1 can be calculate by using gamma function. The 
function Jj^{l,m) for m>l can now be obtained by using equation 
(2.6.7) recursively. In this notation equation (2.6.2) can be rewritten as 
fn-r^ 
//S=/^S:.-1+^ , Jkin-r^-U-l). 
Kr-\j 
(2.6.9) 
,{k) Starting with // | . j^ =kJj^{\,0), equation (2.6.9) enables us to obtain all 
the single moments of order statistics from a two-parameter WeibuU 
distribution. An advantage of this method is that it avoids the usage of 
gamma function to a great extent. 
2.7 Doubly Truncated Weibull Distribution 
Using (1.5.2) and (1.7.7), the truncated/?4^ for Weibull distribution is 
given by 
/(x) = ^ , \ , - l o g ( l - 0 < x ^ < - l o g ( l - P ) , p>0 
P-Q 
(2.7.1) 
and on using (1.5.3), the df will be 
[\-Fix)] = -P2+-x^~Pfix), x>0,p>0, 
P 
(2.7.2) 
where Qf = -log(l-Q), Pf — log(l-P), 
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Q , - ^ . n , P , - ' - ' 
P-Q P-Q 
Putting the value of [1 - F{x)] into (1.6.1), we get 
Q\ ^ 
1 -A-P 
P 
.k. . k 1^ 
= -P2[Mltl-Ql] + -nlx^-P[l-F{x)r-'f{x)dx. 
Thus, in view of (1.6.1) 
(2.7.3) 
In view of (1.6.1), it can be shown that 
/"l:l -QlQx -PlPi +~>"l:l • (2.7.4) 
For the r - t h order statistic, we have from equation (1.6.2) 
^„_l^ .^ 
v^-ly 
k-\^^^r,.^^r-l, k \x''-'[F{x)Y~'[\-F{x)] n-r 
y.< -P^,.lx^-Pf{x) 
p 
dx 
= -Pi 
n-\ n-2\ I 
n-r r - 1 
]k\x^-\F{x)Y-\l-F{x)f-'dx 
+ 
n\ 
np{r-\)\{n-r)\ 
' x^-P[F{x)r\\-F{x)f-' f{x)dx 
Qx 
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Thus, in view of (1.3.9) and (1.6.2), we get 
Using the recurrence relation (David and Nagaraja, 2003) 
'^l%:n = «>"rll " (« " ^)^rS, (2-7.5) 
we get 
//^S =e2/ 'S:„-l - ^ 2 / ' S - , +;^/'^^„-''>- (2.7.6) 
For r = n, from (1.6.2), we get 
MP„ = e2/^S.„-l - PlPi' + -fii-"^. (2.7.7) 
The method presented above is a generalization of the results of 
Balakrishnan and Joshi (1981a). The results given by Joshi (1979a) for 
doubly truncated exponential distribution are obtained by setting p = l. 
Also, the results of Joshi (1978) for non-truncated and right truncated 
exponential distribution are obtained respectively for /? = 1 by setting 
P = 1, (9 = 0 and g = 0 in (2.7.3), (2.7.4), (2.7.6) and (2.7.7). For related 
results reference may also be made to Saleh et al. (1975). 
For product moment, we have on using the value of [1 - F{y)\ in (1.6.3) 
P P 
x[l-F(;;)]"-^ 
P 
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X [F{y) - F{x)f-'-\\ - F{y)f-'f{x)dydx 
k „ Y\ 
p{n-s + \) Q^^ 
X \Fiy) - F{x)f-'-\\ - F{y)f-'f{x)f{y)dydx. 
That is 
r-r,s.n ^r,s-\:n y._gj^Y-^r,s:n-\ ^r,s-\:n-\^ 
+ , ^ ,yri^n^\ \<r<s<n, s-r>2. (2.7.8) 
p{n - 5 + 1) 
From equation (1.6.3) for ^ = r +1, (2.7.8) reduces to 
f^r,r+\:n ^r.n ,_Ah^r,r+\:n-\ ^r:n-l i 
+ — ^ ^ r ^ ^ + r - n ^ ' ^^r<n-\,n>3. (2.7.9) 
From equation (1.6.3) for r = « - 1 and s = n (2.7.8) reduces to 
^-/Jtn^^ ^^-^' (2.7.10) 
Expression (2.7.10) could also have been obtained from (2.7.9) by 
(i k) putting r = « - 1 . In substitution, we get a term //^_'j ^.^_j which is 
essentially an undefined term. This can be interpreted 
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as£'(X„_i.„_i/J ) = PY Hyl_\.y^_\, where P^ is the upper limit of the 
Weibull variate. However, we reached at this conclusion after doing 
actual calculations as given below: 
,{j,k) _„iJ+k) K'4,L-KU-J-^^2ir^-^^k jxJ[Fix)r^ ly'-'dy n-2\ ] ..k-\ 
Q\ Q\ 
f(x)dx 
+ 
n{n - \)k P\P\ \ \xJy^-P[F{x)f-^f{x)f{y)dydx 
Q\x 
= ^^-fn-. - «^2 (« - l ) \{Pf-x^)x\F{x)f-^f{x)dx 
^n-\,n:n 
If we put p-\ \n the above expressions, we get corresponding results for 
the exponential distribution. For the non-truncated case one has to put 
P = \, (2 = 0. 
In case of 7 = A: = 1, for the Weibull distribution 
nP2 
f^r,s:n ~~ Mr,s-l:n 
n-s + 1 \-Mr,s:n-\ Mr,s-\:n-li 
+ 
1 
M^]i/\ \<r<s<n, s-r>2. (2.7.11) 
p{n -s + l) 
For exponential distribution, this reduces to 
nP2 , 
Mr,s:n~ Mr,s-\:n AMr,s:n-\ Mr,s-\:n-\i'^ Mr:n/{n-s+\)' 
l<r<s<n, s-r>2 (2.7.12) 
in view of (1.6.4). 
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From (2.7.8), it is clear that if k<p, then the power of y will be 
negative. Expressions for inverse and ratio moments of order statistics for 
this distribution are discussed by Khan and Athar (2000). 
2.8 Pareto Distribution 
From equation (1.7.1) and (1.7.2), we have 
xf{x) = v[\-F{x)], x>a,a,v>0 (2.8.1) 
Single and product moments of order statistics have been considered by 
several authors, for example, see Downton (1954), Malik (1966), Kabe 
(1972) and Huang (1975). In particular, Huang (1975) has shown that 
lJ^.)i exist for y>kl{n-r + \), and is given by 
{k) _ k n\ Y{n-r + \-klv) 
where r(.) is the complete gamma function. Making use of the equation 
in (2.8.1), Balakrishnan and Joshi (1982) have derived the following 
recurrence relations: 
Relation I: For n>\ and k = 1,2,-• • 
(nv-k)^{^^=nva^. (2.8.2) 
Relation II: For l<r<n and k = 1,2,• • • 
{nv-k)ju^=nvjul^l^.y (2-8.3) 
Relation III: For \<r<n-\ 
[vin-r)-\)]Mr,r-,\:n=Hrt-r)Mi^l (2-8.4) 
Relation IV: For 1 < r < 5 < « and ^ - r > 2 
[v{n - 5 +1) - \)jUr,s:n = v(« ~ 5 + l)Mr,s-\:n • (2-8-5) 
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Remark2.8.1: Note when v>k. Theorem 2.8.1 to Theorem 2.8.4 
could be used to compute the first A: single moments and also product 
moments of all order statistics for all sample sizes. In particular, if v > 2, 
these relations would enable one to evaluate the means, variances and 
covariences of all order statistics for any sample sizes. 
2.9 Doubly Truncated Pareto Distribution 
Using (1.5.2) and (1.7.1), the pdf of doubly truncated Pareto distribution 
is given by 
/(x) = ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ^(l-S)"^^' ^^^«(1-^)^^ ' ' «'^>0 (2-9-1) 
and on using (1.5.3) the df will be 
\-Fix) = {x/v)f{x) + P2, (2.9.2) 
where 
P^=a{\-Pr^\ Qi=a{l-Q)-^^\ Q2={Q-l)/{P-Q) and 
P2={P-\)I{P-Q). 
In view^  of (2.9.2) and (1.6.1), we have 
or, {m- k)^^^^ = [P2//S-1 - QIQI]nv, nv^t (2.9.3) 
In particular, 
(V - / t ) 4 f = [P2PI - a e f ] V, V * i. (2.9.4) 
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For the r - th order statistic, 2<r<n-\ 
Using the recurrence relation in (2.7.5) and simplifying, we get 
{nv-k)4^^ = [P2/^S-1 -Q24-{n- \ Mv, nv^k. (2.9.5) 
For r = n, from (1.6.2), it can be seen that 
{nv-k)^^l = [P2P^ -Q2Mi%„_i ]nv, nv^k. (2.9.6) 
In case of nv = k, from (2.9.3), (2.9.5) and (2.9.6) we get, respectively 
^ £ - l = ^ e , * , ">1, (2.9.7) 
/'S-l=~/'S:„-l. 2<r<«-l (2.9.8) 
^S:„-,=^/',*. (2.9.9) 
However, this result may not be used to evaluate //jyand //^J when 
nv = k. For A i , it can be easily seen by direct integration that 
^mj_2m/31,,-_k. (2.9.10) 
These results were obtained by Balakrishnan and Joshi (1982). For non-
truncation cases one may refer to Malik (1966). 
For product moments, we have on using the value of [1 - F{y)] in (1.6.3) 
x[F{y)-F{x)f-'-^ [1 -F{y)f- '\^f{y) + P2 \f{^)dy dx 
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v{n-s + l) ^'''•'' (n-s + l) ^^^^:«-l ^r,s-\:n-l J 
Or, [v{n -s + l)- k]/,JjS 
l<r<s<n-2,s-r>2 andv{n-s + l)^k. (2.9.11) 
However, if A: = v{n - ^ +1), we get from (2.9.11) 
Marginal results for k ^ v{n -s + \) can easily be seen to equal to 
n>3 (2.9.13) 
(2.9.14) 
Recun'ence relations for j = k-l have been studied by Balakrishnan and 
Joshi (1982). Malik (1966) has obtained these results for P = 1, ^ = 0. To 
evaluate juyy.n ^ ^ "^ "^ Y^ require the recurrence relations for ju)..l for 
which we refer to KJian et al. (1983a). 
2.10 Power Function and Doubly Truncated Power Function 
Distribution 
From (1.7.3) and (1.7.4), it is easy to see that 
i-(x) = - / ( x ) , 0<jc<a, «,v>0 (2.10.1) 
V 
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Making use the relation in (2.10.1), Balakrishnan and Joshi (1981b) have 
established the following recurrence relations satisfied by the single and 
product moments of order statistics. 
Relation I: For l<r<n-\ and k = \,2,---
A « = / ^ S - i r ^ . (2-10.2) 
for «>1 and k = l,2,---
/ ^ ; S = « ^ 7 ^ ^ . (2.10.3) 
(nv + k) 
for n>3 and l<r<n-2 
Mr,r+l:n =[(« " ^W5] +'^{>«r,r+l:«-l ' MrL\^1-r~r V~7i 
[v{n-r)+l] 
(2.10.4) 
for /? > 2 
for \<r<s<n and s-r>2 
Mr,s:n =[{n-s + l)Mr,s-\:n + ^{Mr,s:n-\ " Mr,s-\:n-\}] 
X (2.10.6) 
[v(n-s + \) + \] 
and for \<r<n-2 
V 
^r,n:n = [^^r,n-\:n+^{l^r:n-\-f^r,n-\:n-\)]——^- (2.10.7) 
It may be noted that the recurrence relations given in equations (2.10.2) to 
(2.10.7) could be used in a simple recursive way to compute all the single 
and product moments of order statistics for all the sample sizes. 
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The pdf of doubly truncated power function distribution on using (1.5.2) 
and (1.7.3) is given by 
and on using (1.5.3) the df will be 
[\-F{x)] = P2--f{x), (2.10.8) 
V 
where 
Qy=aQ"\ P,=aP"\ 
P2=P/{P-Q)and Q2=Q/iP-Q)^ 
In viev^ of (2.10.8) and (1.6.1), we have 
^\:n ^1 -^2LAl:„_l ^ J ^^>"l:« • 
That is 
/ ' ?^ [P2 / 'S - i -e2ef ]^ (2-10.9) 
and 
A [ f = [ ^ 2 ^ i * - a e f ] ^ - (2.10.10) 
For the r - th order statistic 
AV:n -/"r-l:«-l ' y^_/^^^r.n-\ ^r-l:n-lJ ^^f^r.n • 
Using the relation (2.7.5), one gets 
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Also, for r = n\n view of (1.6.1), we get 
; . « = [ i > 2 P < « - e 2 ^ « , „ _ , ] ^ . (2.10.12) 
These relations were established by Balakrishnan and Joshi (1981a). For 
the non-truncated case P = \ Q-l, refer to Malik (1967). 
For product moments, we have on using the value of [1 - F(y)] from 
(2.10.8) to result (1.6.3) 
^!s^-^^:n=Cr,s:nk l'\ i f ' x ^ / - ^ [^(x)]-^ [F(;.) - F(.)]^ 
X[\-Fiy)f-'\P2 -^f{y)\f{x)dydx 
On simplification, we get 
l<r<s<n-2,s-r>2. (2.10.13) 
v[n — s +1) + K 
For 5 = r +1 , we get from (1.6.4) 
\<r<n-2,n>3, (2.10.14) 
after noting that /uyrJ = Mr.n • 
Similarly, for « = j ' = r +1 , we get 
„U,k) _ V ^,,U+k) p^pk (j) _Jj+k) )] n>2 
l^n-\,n:n-^^^^n-\:n +"^2i^l ^^n-\:n-\ ^«-l:«-l^J' " " ^ 
(2.10.15) 
interpreting f^\^l\\.n_i = P\MlJ-\:n-\ ^^ discussed in Section 2.7. 
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For j = k = \, the relations are available in Balakrishnan and Joshi (1981). 
The non-truncated case (P = l, ^ = 1) are discussed by Malik (1967). 
Reference may also be made to Khan et al. (1983a) for the recurrence 
relations of fi):.]^, / = 1,2,- • • . 
2.11 Burr distribution 
Let X\,X2,...,Xj^ be the random sample of size n and 
X\.yi < X2-_n ^ • • • ^ Xn:n ^ ^ the corresponding order statistics from a Burr 
distribution (Type XII) having pdf 
f{x) = mpexP-\\ + exPY^'^^^\ m,p,e,x>0 (2.11.1) 
and the df is 
Fix) = \~[l + 0xP]~'", m,p,e,x>0 (2.11.2) 
Khan and khan (1987) have obtained recurrence relations for single and 
product moments of order statistics from Burr distribution (also known at 
p = l, compound Weibull or Weibull gamma distribution) as 
i - A 
mnp 
„W=.„W + ^ gik-p) n i l 3) 
and 
1 (n- s + \)mp 
\<r<s<n. (2.11.4) 
It may be noted that for k<p, (2.11.3) gives inverse moments of order 
statistics where as (2.11.4) yields moments of ratio of two order statistics 
for which explicit relations are not available in the literature . Ali and 
Khan (1995) have made an attempt to obtain the single and product 
moments for k>p as well as k<p. At m = \, the Burr distribution 
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reduces to logistic or Weibull-exponential distribution whose moments 
were obtain by Al-Shboul and Khan (1989), and Raqab and Green 
(1984). For applications of this distribution, one may refer to Tadikamalla 
(1980). 
The main result obtained by Ali and Khan (1995) is the followirtg-''*'"' :**'-'' (_. 
Relation I: For the Burr distribution (2.11.1) ^^Q J^ 
i=0 V ' ; 
xi//jj^_(i + l^s-r-l,n-s + l), l<r <s<n. (2.11.5) 
This result has been proved by making use of following two lemmas: 
Lemma 1. For any non negative integer a,b,c 
^-1 -fb] 
yh 
(2.11.6) 
where 
y/j^j,{a,b,c)^ \\ ^^^ -[\-F{x)] a 
Oo(l + ^x^)(l + ^>;^) 
x[F{y)-F{x)f[\-F{y)f dxdy. 
Lemma 2. For the Burr distribution (2.11.1) 
\l/j^^{a,b,c) = e 
P J ( 
ma 
, \ 
P) 
B ma + mc-
j + k \ 
P V 
,1 + -
P PJ 
(2.11.7) 
X3F2 ma-—,—^, ma + mc ,ma + \ — 
P P P P 
ma + mc + \ ,1 
P . 
(2.11.8) 
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where 
pFg[ai,...,ap,bi,...,bp,\] 
00 
r=0 
P T(a f + r) q T{bj) 
n 'J jlxnbj+r) r! (2.11.9) 
9 P 
For p-q + X and X^y " X ^ / ^ ^ (Mathai Anmd, Saxena, 1973). 
7=1 M 
Proof of Relation I: We have 
, r-\ Yr - 1 
Mr,s:n ~^r,s:n 2_iV 1) 
/=0 
\^^.J/-na-Fiy)f 
iS-r-l X [Fiy) - F{x)r' -'[\ - F(y)r-' f{X)f{y)dxdy 
Thus the result (2.11.5) follows in view of (2.11.7) after noting that 
/ W = ^ ^ ^ [ i - F ( . ) ] . 
{l + OxP) 
Therefore (2.11.5) can be used along with (2.11.6) and (2.11.8) to obtain 
the product moments of any order as well as moments of ratio of two 
order statistics for all r, 5, {\<r<s<n). 
A similar relation for single moments obtained by Ali and Khan (1995) is 
the following: 
Relation II. For the Burr distribution (2.11.1) 
^r [^P^ =mpdCr.nJk-n{r-\,n-r + \\ (2.11.10) 
where 
Jki<^^b)^^ JP-^ 
{\+exP) 
[F{x)f[\-F{x)i'.dx 
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a 
= Z (-1) 
/=0 
a-\ /J J^(0,(3 + Z)-z) 
and 
Jki^,b)= 9 
I P) 
B 
P 
1 + —, mb — 
\ P PJ 
provided | 1 + — | and r 
^ 
mb — 
V PJ 
are neither zero nor negative integers. 
It may be noted that result (2.11.10) can also be deduced from (3.11.5) by 
putting 7 = 0. 
2.12 Doubly Truncated Cauchy distribution 
Using (1.5.2) and (1.7.15), the truncatedp^T for Cauchy distribution is 
given by 
1 f(x) = - , a<x<Pi 
(P-Q)7r(l + x^) 
(2.12.1) 
Therefore, 
iP-Q)^il + x^)fix) = l (2.12.2) 
For the r - th order statistic, we have from equation (1.6.2) 
^n-1^ •^ 
v^- ly 
2N„A:-lr77/..Mr-l, k liP-Q)7r{l + x^)x''-^[F{x)Y-'[\-F{x)T-'^^dx 
Or J^+1)^ (^ + ^)^ 
^r«+l ^ ( p _ 0 ( „ + i_^)^ 
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Replacing n + \hy n and k + \ by A:, we get 
r*r.n 
{n-\)n 
7r{P-Q){n-r){k-\) 
Xk-\) ,(k-\) (k-2) 
^K-n-i-K-i:L2^-^nn'(^-^^-^^ 
Bamett (1966) has given the relation as 
"~; r (A:- l ) '"•""^  -"r-lin-H ^r:n (2.12.4) 
This could have been obtained by establishing 
AS- .S .= 
r ri ^ 
.k-h ^r-\^ ^n-r+\ k \x''~\F{x)f~\\-F{x)f''^'(k 
Qx 
On the lines of result (1.6.2), and then replacing 1 by 
( P - 0 ; r ( l + x^)/(jc).Thatis, 
hr-.n f^r-\:n 
( n ^ 
.k-\, k7t{P-Q) Ix^'^X + x^^Fix)] r-\ 
[ l - F ( x ) ] " - ' - + 7 ( x ) ^ 
^ ^ 1 L/"r:n+l -"r-lin+lJ (2.12.5) 
Replacing w + l by /?, A: + l by A:, and rearranging (2.12.3), we get 
(2.12.4), with P = 1 and g = 0. Bamett (1966) has tabulated means of the 
order statistics using the relation (2.12.4). 
For product moment, on using (2.12.2), we have 
^1^1 
r-\ 
\S-r-\ «-5 + l X\F{y) -F{x)r'-' [1 - F{y)r'^'f{x)f{y)dydx 
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^kTTJP-Q) (fk-\) ..UM\). 
Rearranging the terms, and replacing n by (n-l), we get 
l<r<s<n-l. (2.12.5) 
Similarly it can be shown that 
,,UMl) ^ r.XJ,k) _ ,,U+k),,.U,k-\) 
^r,r+l:n 7rk(P-0) '^'^^'^~^ ^r:n-\ ^ ^r,r+l:n' 
\<r<n-2 (2.12.6) 
and 
,.UMl) n (j^k) _,XJ+k) ^,,(J,k-\) 
^n-2,n-\:n ^j^^p _Q^^^n-2,n-\:n-l f^n-2:n-V ^n-2,n-\:n' 
n>3. (2.12.7) 
If we put j = k = \, (2.12.5) reduces [in view of result (1.6.2)] to 
(] 2^ ^ 
f^r's'.n ~ 7Z, 'T^V^r,s:n-\ ~ Ur,s-\:n-li~ Mr:n- (z.l/.oj 
7t{P-Q) 
For the non-truncated case, put P~\, Q='^. For the recurrence relation 
of fj,)!f^ in this case, one may refer to Bamett (1966). Reference may also 
be made to Khan et al (1983a). 
Chapter III 
RECURRENCE RELATIONS FOR THE EXPECTATIONS 
OF A SINGLE ORDER STATISTICS FROM 
GENERAL CLASS OF DISTRIBUTIONS 
3.1 Introduction 
Many recurrence relations between moments of order statistics are 
available in the literature. Reference may be made to Khan et al (1983a, 
b) and Balakrishnan et al. (1988) and references therein. 
In this chapter we have obtained general results for finding the moments 
of a function of single order statistics for a general class of distributions. 
These results are then utilized to obtain recurrence relations for the 
function of order statistics for general form of doubly truncated and non-
truncated distributions on the lines of the results developed by Khan et al. 
(1983a). Results for specific distributions are deduced from the general 
result. 
Let X\.ji<X2:n^'"^Xn:n ^^ ^^ order statistics of size n from a 
continuous distribution having pdf fi{x) and df F\{x), then the 
truncated pdf is given by 
and the corresponding df is given by 
F^^'> = JZ^^F\^^)-Q'\^ ^ e ( a , P i ) . (3.1.2) 
as defined in chapter I. 
Let g{x) be Borel measurable function of x in the interval [a,P], then 
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E[g{Xr:n)\ = n\ {r-\)\{n-r)\ I g{x)[F{x)\ 
r-\ 
Q\ 
x[\-F{x)\'~' f{x)dx) (3.1.3) 
We will throughout use the convention 
^ r r - l = ^ b r = l,2,...,w. 
3. 2 Recurrence Relations 
Theorem 3.2.1 (Ali and Khan, 1997): For \<r<n, n =1,2,. 
(n-\Y\ n-r+\ 
r-\ 
\g\x)[F{x)r' [1 - F{x)f-'^' dx. (3.2.1) 
a 
Proof: From (3.1.3), we have 
E[g{Xr:n)]-E[g{X,_^:n-l)] 
^n-\Vl i r - 2 
r~\ 
lgix)[F{x)Y-'[\ - F{x)f-'[nFix) -{r -l)]f{x)dx 
Qx 
Let 
^(x)=-[F(x)r-Hl-F(x)]"-^+V 
then we have 
E\g{X,..n)\-E{g{X,_X:n-\)\- , lgix)k\x)dx 
n-\\ 
v^-ly Qi 
which on integration by parts gives the result. 
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Theorem 3.2.2 (All and Khan, 1997): For l<r<n, n=l,2,... 
i) E[g{X,,^)]-E[g{X,_^,^)] 
= " J y{x)[F{x)Y-\\-F{x)f~''+^dx. (3.2.2) 
ii) E[giX,_^,^_0]-E[g{X,_^,^)] 
= "~^1 ]g\x)[Fix)Y-\l-F(x)r-''^^dx. 
Proof: The proofs of these are like Theorem 3.2.1. Also refer to Khan et 
a/. (1983a). 
It is important to note that all the above Theorems lead to establish the 
well known relation (David and Nagaraja, 2003) 
{n-r)E[g{X,,^)]+rE[g{Xr^l,^)]=nE[g{X,,^_l)] (3.2.3) 
For r = 1 and r = n from above Theorems, we get 
1^ 
E[g{X^:n)\=Sm^ \g'Wn-F{x)Tdx 
Q\ 
and 
Pi 
E[g{X^,rt)\= S{P\)- \g\x)[F{x)fdx. 
Qx 
3.3 Recurrence Relations for General form of Distribution 
Fx{x)=\-[a h{x) +bf 
We will use the results of Theorem 3.2.1 and Theorem 3.2.2 to obtain the 
relations and identities for some general form of distributions. The usual 
technique will be to express [1 - F{x)\ or [F(x)] as a function of x and 
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Suppose the distribution function F\ (x) is of the general form (Khan and 
Abu-Salih, 1989) 
Fi(jc) =1 - [ah{x) + bf, xe (a, (3), (3.3.1) 
where a^Q), b, c?^0 are finite constants and h(x) is continuous, 
monotonic and differentiable function of x, then the truncated pdf f{x) 
is given by 
f(^)=-^[^Kx)+br^h\x), xE(a Pi)- (3-3.2) 
The corresponding truncated df F{x) by 
l-FM-P,-!^m, (3.3.3) 
can{x) 
where A = . 
P-Q 
The single moments E[g{Xf..jj)] satisfy the following relations and 
identities for the distribution function F(x) in (3.3.3). 
Theorem 3.3.1 (AH and Khan, 1997): For l<r<n, n=l,2,---
E[g{X,,n)] =(1 + P2)E[g{Xr-i:nA)] -^2^[g(^r:n-l)] 
1 
nc a 
•E[m{X,,^% (3.3.4) 
where 
m{x)^[ah{x)^b]^ 
Proof: From (3.2.1) and (3.3.3), we have 
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E[g{Xr:n)\-E[g{X,_y_^_^)] 
(n-\Y\ 
r-\ 
\g\x)[F{x)r\\-F{x)f 
Q\ 
x< Pi^'^^m dx. 
cah\x) 
Thus in view of (3.1.4) and (3.2.1), RHS reduces to 
= --P2[{g{Xr:n-\))-E{g{Xr-X:n-x)}]-^E[m{X,,^)] 
nac 
and hence the result. 
Theorem 3.3.2: For \<r<n, n=\,2,---
E[g{Xr.n)]= ^ [g(^r- l : . - l ) ] - - ^ " ^^^""l' ^ ^^ E[z{X,,,^x)], 
n(n + l)ca 
(3.3.5) 
where 
z{x)=[ah{x)+b] \-c g\x) 
h\x) 
Proof: From (3.3.2), we have on arrangement 
^_ {P-Q)[ah{x) + bt' ^^^^ 
cah\x) 
Now from (3.2,1) and (3.3.6), we have 
E[g{X,,^)]-E[g{X,_X:n-\)\ 
(3.3.6) 
{P-Q) fn-X^P^ 
ca yr-\j 
\ z{x) [F{x)r\\ - F{x)f-'^^ f{x)]ck 
{P-Q){n-r + \) 
n{n + \)ca E[^{Xr.n-,\)\ 
hence the result. 
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Similarly, we have 
{n + \)ca 
Recurrence relations based on Theorem 3.3.1 for the A:-th moments of 
the r - th order statistics are obtained for some specific distributions by 
proper choice of a, b, c and h{x) as given below: 
1. Pareto Distribution: Fj(x)= 1 - X^ x~P, /I < x < co. 
Put a = A^, b = 0, c = \, h{x) = x ^, so that m(x)= A^x and the 
P 
recurrence relation is given by 
m 
np 
Or ^ k ^ 1- — /^S=(l + ^ 2)/^S:.-l-^2/^S-l 
This relation was obtained by Khan et al. (1983a). 
2. Power Function Distribution: Fi(jc)=/l~^x^, 0 < x < A . 
S>Qla = -X~P, b = \,c = \, /z(x) = x^,Sothat 
m{x)=-{x^-P -l-Px^) 
P 
and the recurrence is given by 
Or [1 . ^\,fl = (1 + P2)/'S:„-. - h f^fU + '-^t^^-n'' • 
np np 
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This is also the recurrence relation for the Beta distribution of first kind 
Fi (x) = A" X and rectangular distribution with Fi (x)=/l~ x and p-l. 
3. Weibull Distribution: Fi{x)l-e~^^^ , 0<x<oo. 
Setfl = l, b==0, c = \, h{x)^e~^^ , so that 
/ \ ^ k-p 
m(x)= X ^ 
Op 
and the recurrence relation is given by 
It may be noted that at p = l, it reduced to the exponential distribution 
whereas at P = 2, it is Rayleigh distribution. This relation was given by 
KJiane/fl/. (1983a). 
4. Burr Type XII Distribution: Fi(x) = l - ( l + ^ x ^ ) ~ ^ , 0<x<oo. 
Set a = ^ , ^ = 1, c = -A, h{x) =x^, so that 
m(x) = - ( x ^ " ^ + ^ x ^ ) 
P 
and recurrence relation is given by 
,Xk) - n + P.^/yW - p . / / W I ^ r;/^~^^ +f)iA^h 
Or ^ '" ^ n(^'> - n + P.^ ,S''^ p./y(^) I ^ ,,(^-/^) 
Mr.n - (1 + ^2)Mr-i:n-\ ' ^2 Mr.n-l + ^ ^ ^ ^ ^r.n 
1 - ^ 
\^  nmpj 
This result was obtained by Khan and Khan (1987). For p = 1 and m = l, 
we get recurrence relation for Lomax and Log-logistic distributions 
respectively. 
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Recurrence Relations for moments of order statistics based on Theorem 
3.3.2 are obtained for following specific distributions by putting 
g{x) = x , k = 1,2, • • • and choosing a, b, c and h{x) appropriately. 
1. Power Function Distribution: F\ (x) = A~^x^, 0 < x < A. 
k Ir-
Set a=A P, b = l, c = \, h{x)=xP , so that z(x)=—x^ ^ and the 
P 
recurrence relation is given by 
2. Pareto Distribution: F[{x) = l- A x , /I<x<oo. 
Set a = A'^ , b = 0, c = \, h{x) = x~ so that z(x) = — x^^ and the 
recurrence is given by 
3. Cauchy Distribution: F|(x)=-+—tan" ( ) , -oo<x<oo. 
I n X 
Set a = — , b = — , c = \, h{x) = tan" ( ) so that 
71 2 X 
Z(x) = -p2+^2^x^-^-2^x^+x^+^] 
A 
and the recurrence relation is given by 
m_ W , CPzSlA^r.;2 .2. a-i)_2^ m +J^+i)i 
^r:n-^r-\:n^ (« + l);i ^^r«+l ^^-"rn+P ^r:n+l J' 
For ^ = 0, it becomes 
ik) ik) ( P - 0 ^ ; r 2 g-l) , g+l) . 
This relation was given by Khan et al. (1983a). 
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3.4. Recurrence Relations for General Form of Distribution 
Fi{x)=[ah{x) + bf 
Suppose the distribution function F[(x) is of the general form 
Fiix)=[ah{x) + bf, xe{a,fi), (3.4.1) 
where a = 0, b,c^O are constants and h(x) is continuous, monotonic 
and differentiable function of x in the interval [a, jB]. 
Then the truncated pdf f{x) is given by 
fix) = y^[ahix)+bf-^h\x), xe{a,Pi) (3-4.2) 
and the corresponding df F{x) by 
l - f ( x ) = P 3 - ^ ^ / W , (3.4.3) 
cah (x) 
where 
3 
P-Q 
Now the single moments E[g{Xf..jj)] satisfy the following relations for 
the distribution function F{x) given in (3.4.2). 
Theorem 3.4.1: For l<r<n,n = \,2,---
E[g{X,,^ ) ]=(! - P3 )£[g(X,_i;,_i)] + P3^[g(^r:n-1)] 
-—E[m{X,,^)], (3.4.4) 
nca 
where 
CT'(JC) 
m{x) =[ah{x) + b]^^^-^ as defined earlier. 
h\x) 
Proof: The proof is straight forward on the lines of Theorem 3.3.1. 
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Theorem 3.4.2: For \<r<n, « = 1, 2,... 
{n + l)ca (3.4.5) 
where 
z(x)=[ah(x) + b] '^ as given before. 
h\x) 
Proof: From (3.4.2), we have 
^JP-Q)[ah{x) + bf-' ^^^^ 
cah'{x) 
and the proof is obvious. 
Recurrence relation for some specific distributions may be obtained by 
proper choice of a, b,c and h{x) as given in table 3.4.1. 
Table 3.4.1: Examples of (3.4.1) distribution 
s 
No 
1 
2 
3 
Distribution Function 
Power fiinction 
Fi{x)=rPx^, 
0<x<Z 
Pareto 
F^{X)=\-APX~^, 
X<X<(X) 
Inverse Weibull 
F^{x)=e-^'~\ 
0<x<oo 
a 
- / 
1 
1 
b 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
c 
1 
P 
1 
1 
e 
h{x) 
xP 
X 
x-P 
-0X-P 
e 
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4 
5 
6 
Burr type III 
0<jc<oo 
Rectangular 
F](x)= , 
P<x<X 
Cauchy 
F i ( x ) = - + - t a n \——), 
I n A 
— 00 < X < 0 0 
e 
1 
1 
1 
1 
n 
1 
1 
0 
x-p 
1 
2 
-X 
-X 
1 
1 
1 
x-P 
Ox-P 
x-P 
x-p 
X 
X-P 
tan ( 
X ' 
3.5 Recurrence Relations for General Form of Distribution 
Suppose the distribution function Fi{x) is of the general form 
Fiix)=\-be~''^'^''\xE{a,P), (3.5.1) 
where a^O, b^O SLYQ constants and h{x) is continuous, monotonic and 
differential function of x in the interval [a, P]. 
Then the truncated pdf f{x) is given by 
(3.5.2) 
and 
\-F{x)=-P2^-^J{x). (3.5.3) 
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g-\x) 
Let us define w{x)= . Then single moments E[g{Xj..y^)] satisfy the 
h\x) 
following relations for the distribution function F{x) in (3.5.3). 
Theorem 3.5.1 (Ali and Khan, 1997): Vox \<r<n, n = \,2,---
E[g{Xr:n)]=0^ + P2)E[g{Xr-tn-\)\-P2E[g{Xr.n-\)\ 
+—E[w{X,,^)]. 
na 
Proof: From (3.2.1) and (3.5.3), we have 
E[g{X,,„)]-E[g{X,_^,^_^)\ 
-Po 
/„_p^i 
v r - 1 ; 
lg\x)[F{x)Y-'[l-Fix)f-''dx 
Q\ 
+ • 
a 
^r-\ \w{x)[F{x)r'[\-F{x)f-' f{x)dx 
Q\ 
— Pi ^ [ ^ { ^ ( ^ r : . - l ) } - E{g{X,_x,n-l)\\ 
r -\ 
^—E\w{X,,^)\ 
na 
Now on using (3.2.2) we can get the required result. 
Theorem 3.5.2: For \<r<n, n = 1, 2,-•• 
1 . ^ 
n-r + 1 E[g{Xr.n)] 
Hl + P2)E[g{Xr-l..n)] "^2 -E[g(X,,^_0] 
n-r + 1 
+ 
_J 
{n-r + \)a E[w{Xr.n)]. 
(3.5.4) 
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Proof: Starting from (3.2.2) and (3.5.3), we can prove it easily in the 
same way as Theorem 3.5.1. 
Recurrence relation for the following distributions may be obtained from 
these results by adjusting a, b, and h{x) as given in Table 3.5.1. 
Table 3.5.1: Examples of (3.5.1) distribution 
s 
No 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Distribution Function 
Power function 
Fx{x)=X~Px^, 
0<x<X 
Pareto 
F^{x)^\-XPx~P, 
/1<X<00 
Beta of the first kind 
P<x<X 
Weibull 
F i (x )= l -e -^^^ , 
0<x<oo 
Burr type XII 
F^{x)=\-{\+ex^)-\ 
0<jc<oo 
Rectangular 
l3<x<X, 0<x<oo 
a 
- 1 
P 
1 
P 
- 1 
e 
1 
X 
1 
- 1 
b 
1 
XP 
XP 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
h{x) 
ln(l-A~^x^) 
Inx 
pXxix 
, X-x 
m 
x-p 
/*ln 
x-p 
xP 
9xP 
\n{\ + exP) 
mlnil + OxP) 
, X-x 
In 
x-p 
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7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Rayleigh 
F i ( x ) = l - e - ^ ^ ' , 
0<x<oo 
Exponential 
F l ( x ) = l - / ^ 
0<x<cx) 
Lomax 
Fi(x)=l-( l + ^x)"'^, 
0<x<oo 
Log-logistic 
0<x<oo 
Cauchy 
Fi(x)= + tan \ ), 
I TT A 
— 00 <X <oo 
0 
e 
A 
1 
- 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
x2 
X 
ln(l + ^x) 
ln(l + ^x^) 
, [1 1 -\,x-eA 
Theorem 3.5.3: For the distribution function F{x) in (3.5.3) 
E[g{Xr.n)]=^^P2E[U{X,,n-\)]-E[U{X,_^:„~l)] 
+ (n-r + l)a{E[U{X,..n-.\)]-E[UiX,_^,„)]}, (3.5.5) 
where [/' (x) = g{x)h' (x). 
Proof: we have from (3.5.3) 
f{x)^a[P2+{l-Fix)]h\x). 
Therefore, 
E[giX,,„)]=Cr.n lgix)[F{x)r\l-Fix)r-'f{x)dx 
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Pi 
= aC,,r,[P2 \U\x)[F{x)r\\-F{x)f-'dx 
Q\ 
Pi 
+ \U\x)[F{x)]'-\\- F{x)f-'^^ dx\. 
a 
Thus the result, in view of equation (3.2.2). For non- truncation, set 
P2 = 0 to get 
E[g{Xr.n)] -{n-r + \)a{E[U{X,,^_^)]-E[U{X,_^.J]] (3.5.6) 
The recurrence relations obtained from Theorem 3.5.3 for the k-ih. 
moment of the r - t h order statistics for some specific distributions by 
putting g{x)-x , k = l,2,--- and adjusting a, b and h{x) are as given 
below: 
1. Generalized Linear Exponential Distribution: 
Fi(x)=i-e~^^''+^''^\ o<x<oo, ;i,o,p>o. 
This can be obtained by setting a = l, b = \ and h{x)=Xx + 6xP in 
(3.5.3). Now to obtain recurrence relations for moments of order statistics 
for linear- exponential distribution as given by Balakrishnan and Malik 
k ^ 
(1986) wemay put ^(jc)=jc , 0=— and/? = 2. 
Other cases of interest may be Exponential (^=0 or /l = 0, p = \), 
Raleigh distribution (A = 0, p = 2). 
2. Pareto Distribution: Fi{x) 1 -X^x~P, X<x<co . 
Set a--=P, b = AP and h{x)=\nx, so that U{x) = -x and the 
k 
recurrence relation is given by 
(k) _ in-r + l)p (k) _ (k) i , „ p r J ^ ) _M 1 
^r:n " ; \-^r:n-\ ^r-l:n-'+"^2L/"r:«-l '"r-l:«-l-'-
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3.6. Recurrence Relation for General Form of Distribution: 
Suppose the distribution function is of the following general form 
Fi{x)^be~''^''''^ , xE{a,j3), (3.6.1) 
where a^O, n>0 are constants and h{x) is continuous, monotonic and 
differential function of x in the interval [a, /?]. 
Then the truncated pdf f{x) is given by 
ab /W=-;^«-''''WA'W,xe(a,fl) 
and the corresponding df F{x) by 
1 
(3.6.2) 
\-F(x)=P2 + 
where ^3= 
ak{x) fix), (3.6.3) 
P-Q 
is same as before. 
The single moments E[g{Xf..jj)] satisfy the following recurrence 
relations for the distributions for the distribution F{x) in (3.6.3). 
Theorem 3.6.1 (Ali and Khan, 1997): For \<r<n,n = l,2,---
E[g{X,..n)M^-P3)E[g{Xr-i:n-l)]+P3E[gi^r:n-\)] 
1 
na 
E[w(X,,„)]. (3.6.4) 
Proof: From (3.2.1) and (3.2.3), we have 
E[g{Xr.n)]-E[g{X,_^:n-l)] 
= P3 ig\x)[F{x)r'[\-F{x)r-'dx 
Q\ 
^«-n^i 
+ 
a yr-h 
i r -1 \w{x)[F{x)r\\-F{x)f-' f{x)dx 
Q\ 
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and hence the result. 
Theorem 3.6.2: For l<r <«, « = 1,2,••• 
l+^^^P3]E[g{X,,^)] 
\ n-r + \ ) 
:(l-P3)£[g(Z,_l^„)] + «F3 
n-r -\ ^E[g{Xr:n-\)] 
+-
1 E[w{X,,^)\. 
( n - r + l)a 
Proof: From (3.2.2) and (3.6.3), we have 
E[g{Xr.n)\-E[g{X,_^,^)] 
(3.6.5) 
( n Y\ 
=P3 , \lg'(x)[F(x)r-\l-F(x)f-''dx 
r-l a 
+-
a 
if n V^ 
K^-h 
lw{x)[F{x)r-\\-F{x)f-''f{x)dx 
Qi 
and thus the proof. 
Recurrence relations for distributions given in Table 3.6.1 may be 
obtained for (3.6.1) by proper choice of a, b and h(x). 
Table 3.6.1: Examples based on Fj (x) = b e~^^^^^ 
s 
No 
1 
2 
Distribution Function 
Power function 
Fi{x)=A~^X , 
0<x<Z 
Pareto 
Fi(x)=l-ZPx~P, 
/1<X<00 
a 
-P 
- 1 
- 1 
b 
rp 
1 
h{x) 
Inx 
p\nx 
\n{\~XPx'P) 
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3 
4 
Inverse Weibull 
0<x<oo 
Burr type III 
0<x<oo 
e 
-X 
1 
1 
x-P 
ln(l + ^jc"^) 
Remark 3.6.1; The recurrence relations between the moments, 
moments generating functions, characteristic functions, and distribution 
functions (truncated and non-truncated), whenever they exist can be 
obtained by setting g(x) equal to x , e^, e' , and [^(g,,A:](^ ).' 
respectively. ;^% Acad £ > - . . 
Chapter IV 
RECURRENCE RELATIONS BETWEEN EXPECTATIONS 
OF FUNCTION OF TWO ORDER STATISTICS FROM 
GENERAL FORM OF DISTRIBUTIONS 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, recurrence relations between expectations of functions of 
two order statistics are considered. These results are then used to establish 
the recurrence relations between product moments, joint moment 
generating functions, characteristic functions for some class of doubly 
truncated and non-truncated distributions. Let Xi,X2,---,Xfj denote a 
random sample from a distribution of the continuous type having 
probability density function pdf fi{x) and distribution function df 
.If g is Borel measurable function from 9? to 51, then 
E[giX,,„,X,,„)] 
= Cr,s:n \l ^(x, J^ ) [ i^(x)]^-l[F(; .)-F(x)]^-^-l 
Ql<x<y<P] 
x[\-Fiy)r'f{x)f{y)dxdy, (4.1.1) 
where 
w C =-
ir-\)\(s-r-\)\{n-s)\ 
4.2 Recurrence Relations for the Function of two Order Statistics 
Theorem 4.2.1 (AH and Khan, 1998): For l<r<s<n,n=l2,'--
E[g{Xr.n,Xs:n)]-E[g{Xr.n,Xs-V.n)] 
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f,s:n rr ^ / \rz7/ \-\f-l If -^ gix,y)[F{x)r 
x[Fiy)-F{x)r-'-\l-Fiy)r-'^^f{x)f{y)dxdy. (4.2.1) 
Proof: From (4.1.2), we have 
E[g{Xr:n ^ s:n)]-E[giXr.n ^s-\:n)] 
^ C V ^ ^lg(^^^y^[FI^^^Y~\F{y)-F{x)Y-'-^ 
X [1 - Fiy)f~'[in - r)F{y)-{n - s + l)/(x) 
-(s-r-\)]f{x)F{y)dxdy. (4.2.2) 
Let 
kix,y) = - [Fiy)-Fix)Y-'-^ [1 - Fiy)]^-'-"^ 
Then the RHS becomes 
Ij g{x,y)[F{x)f-\^k{x,y))fix)dxdy 
^''-' + ^'^Q,<x<y<P, ^ 
after integrating by part and noting that k{x,x) = k{x,Pi) = 0 and hence 
the theorem (Khan et al, 1983b). 
The usual technique in establishing the recurrence relations will be to 
express [1 - F{x)] or F{x) as a function of x and f{x) and then obtain 
the relations for general form of distribution to be used for some specific 
distributions subsequently. 
4.3 Recurrence Relations for General Form of Distribution 
Fx{x) = \-[ah{x)^bf 
Let us assume that distribution function F\ (x) is of the general form 
(Khan and Abu-Salih, 1989). 
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Fi{x)=l-[ahix)+bf, xe{a,j3), (4.3.1) 
where a^O, Z), c^O are finite constants and h{x) is a continuous 
monotonic and differentiable function of x in the interval [a, /?] .Then on 
using (1.5.3) the truncated df for (4.3.1) is given by 
l - f M = / ' 2 - ^ ^ / W (4.3.2) 
and 
cah\x) 
Let us define 
i=Mzmm±]^f^,). (4.3.3) 
m{x,y) =[ah{y)+ b] 
h{y) 
and 
T-^C-^, y) 
z{x,y)=[ah{y)+bf^ . 
h{y) 
Theorem 4.3.1 (Ali and Khan, 1998): For \<r<s<n, n=\,2,-
nP2 
n- s + 1 
1 
(n-s + l)ca 
Proof: From (4.3.1) and (4.3.2), we have 
E[g{Xr.n,Xs:n)]- E[g{X,.n ,^5-l:«)] 
{E[g{Xr:n-\, ^5:«-l)]~ E[g{Xf..„_i,^5_i:„_i)]} 
E[m(X,,„,X,.„)], (4.3.4) 
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c r,s:n 
^[\-F{y)] n-s 
^ cah\y) f{x)dxdy 
and hence the theorem. 
Theorem 4.3.2: For \<r <s<n, n=l,2,-
(P-Q) 
{n + V)ca Fi^i-^r-.n+l'^s-.n+l)]-
Proof: From (4.2.1) and (4.3.3), we have 
E[g{X,,^ ,X,,^)] - E[g{X,,„ ,X,_i,,)] 
a 
r,s:n ^
 \\ I - g{y^,y)[F{x)r\F{y) -Fix)]'-'-^ 
A\-F{y)] n-s^-\ {P-Q)[ah{y) + b] 
cah\y) 
\-c 
fiy) f{x)dxdy 
(P-Q) 
{n + \)ca F[z(^r.n+\^^s:n+\)]-
To obtain results for non-truncation distribution, set P = 1 and Q = 0. 
with proper choice of a, b, c and h{x), one can get specific distributions 
contained in 4.3.1, as are given in Chapter III. 
4.4 Recurrence Relations for General Form of Distribution 
Fi(jc) =[ah{x)+bf 
Let us assume that the distribution function F\{x) is of the general form 
Fx{x)=[ah{x)+ bf ,xe(«, p)., (4.4.1) 
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where a^^, b,c^O are finite constants and h(x) is differentiable 
function of x in the interval [a, /?]. 
Then the truncated df F{x) is given by 
and 
P-Q P-Q 
i--Fix)=p,-'-M±lm, 
cah\x) 
(4.4.2) 
where P3 
P-Q 
and 
^JP-Q)[ah{x)+bt' ^^^^ 
cah\x) 
Theorem 4.4.1 (Ah and Khan, 1998): For \<r <s<n, n=\,2, 
nP2 
(4.4.3) 
n- s + 1 
1 
{E[gi^r.n-h ^s:n-\)]-Eigi^nn-h^s-hn-l)]} 
-E[m{Xr._n,Xs:J]. 
{n- s + \)ca 
Proof: From (4.2.1) and (4.4.2), we get 
(4.4.4) 
C 
r,s:n \\ ^ g{^,yW{x)r^ 
^[F{y)-F{x)f-'-\\-F{y)\ 
X 
cah'(y) 
f{x)dxdy 
and hence the theorem. 
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Theorem 4.4.2: For \<r <s<n, n-l,2,••• 
E[gi^r•.n'^s•.n)]^^[si^r•.n^^s-\^.n)] 
+~^E[z{X,,,^^,X,,„^0]- (4.4.5) 
{n + \)ca 
Proof: This Theorem can be proved on the line of Theorem 4.3.2. 
Examples of some specific distributions contained in (4.4.1) are given in 
Table 3.4.1 (chapter III). 
4.5 Recurrence Relations for General Form of Distribution 
F](A:)=1-A^-«^(-^) 
Suppose the distribution function Fi{x) is of the general form 
F]{x)=l-be~''^^''\ xE{a,p), (4.5.1) 
where a^(), b,c^Q are constants and h{x) is continuous, monotonic 
and differentiable function of x in the interval [a, /?]. 
Then, we have 
X..F{x)=-P2+-^f{x) (4.5.2) 
an\x) 
and 
l .=E_^^«Mx)y(^) (4.5.3) 
abh\x) 
Let us define 
g{x,y) -z-gi^.y) 
^{y:,y)=^ and T{x,y)=e'^^y^^ 
h\y) h\y) 
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Theorem 4.5.1 (Ali and Khan, 1998): For l<r<s<n, n=\,2,---
nP2 n- s + \ {E[g{Xr:n-hX,,n_x)\-E[g{Xr:n-hXs-\:n-\)\) 
+- ^ - £ F ( X , ; „ , X,,^)-\. (4.5.4) 
{n- s + \)a 
Proof: The resuh is straightforward in view of (4.2.1) and (4.5.2). 
Theorem 4.5.2: For \<r<s<n, n=l,2,---
E[g{X,,„,X,,„)] 
= £[g(x,;„,x,_i;„)]+/^^£[r(z,;„^i,jr,;„+i)] (4.5.3) 
Proof: The result is obvious. 
Some well known specific distributions contained in (4.5.1) are given in 
Table 3.5.1 (Chapter III). 
Theorem 4.5.3: For the distribution functions F(x) in (4.5.2) 
E[g{X,,„,Xy_„)] 
= naP2{E[U{Xr.n-hX,,„_0]-E[UiXr:n-h^s-hn-l)]} 
+ (n-s + \)a{E[U{X,.n, X,,„)]-E[UiX,,„,X,_i,^)]}, 
where U'ix, y)=—U(x,y)=gix,y)h\y). 
Proof: We have from (4.5.2) 
f{y) = a[P2Hl-F(y)W{y) 
Therefore, 
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E[g{X,,^,X,,^)] 
= ^Cr,s:n[P2 H U\x,y)[F{x)Y-\Fiy)-F{x)Y-'~^ 
Qx<x<y<P^ 
X [1 - F{y)f-'f{x)dxdy + ^ U\x,y)[F(x)Y-^ 
Qx<x<y<P^ 
X [F{y) -F{x)r'-\\ - F{y)f-''-^f{x)ddy]. 
Hence the Theorem. 
For non- truncation of the distribution set P2 =0, 
Now, we use this theorem to obtain the recurrence relations for the 
product moments of generalized linear exponential distribution 
Fi(x) = l-e~(^' '+^' '\ x,A,0,P>O 
by setting a = l, b = l, h{x)=A,x+6xP, g{x,y)-x-^y , so that 
U{x,v)=—x-^ y + x-^y ^P~ and the recurrence relation for 
k k+P~\ 
the product moment is given by 
Important deductions are: 
i) At 6 = 0, it reduces to the Exponential distribution (Khan et ah , 
1983b). 
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ii) At /I = 0, it reduces to Weibull distribution and also to Exponential 
and Rayleigh distribution (Khan et al , 1983b). 
iii) At 6 = — , p = 2 it gives the relations for linear exponential 
(Balakrishnan and Malik, 1986). 
The Theorem may also be used for finding the recurrence relations for 
Pareto distribution 
Fx{x)=\-XPx~P, i<x<oo, ;i>0 
by setting a=p, b = X^, h{x) = \nx. 
4.6 Recurrence Relations for General Form of Distribution 
Suppose the distribution function Fi{x) is of the general form 
Fi(x) = be-''^'<''\ xeia, P) (4.6.1) 
where <2 9^  0, bi^Q are constants and h{x) is a continuous , monotonic 
and differentiable function of x n the interval [a, j3]. Then 
l-Fix)=p^+-^f(x) (4.6.2) 
and 
l = _ I ^ ^ e ^ ^ W / ( ; c ) , (4.6.3) 
abh\x) 
where 
P 
^ P-Q 
Theorem4.6.1: For \<r<s<n,n=\X-
E[g{Xr:n,Xs:n)'\-E[s{Xr:n^X,_y_ri)\ 
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n- s + \ {^[^(^r:n-b^.:n-l)]-^[^(^r:n-b^5-l:«-l)]} 
+ ^ - E[W{X,,^, X,,^)]. (4.6.4) 
{n- s + \)a 
Proof: The proof can be given on the lines of Theorem 4.4.1. 
Theorem 4.6.2: For 1 <r <>?<«,/7=1,2,--
E[g{X,,^,X,,^)] 
= E[g{Xj..n,Xs_l.yJ\--———^—E[T{Xr.n+hXs-_n^l)]. 
{n + \)ab 
Proof: The proof is obvious. 
Some well-known distributions of the general form 4.6.1 are given in the 
Table 3.6.1 (Chapter III). 
Remark 4.6.1: We can get Rectangular distribution by putting p = 1 
in Beta of the first kind distribution. Similarly for Rayleigh and 
exponential put respectively p-=l and /? = 1 in WeibuU and for Lomax 
and Log-logistic put respectively p = \ and X = \ in Burr type XII 
distribution. 
Remark 4.6.2: Some recurrence relations on moments of order 
statistics available in Khan et al. (1983,b), Balakrishnan et al (1988), 
Khan and Khan (1987), Balakrishnan and malik (1986) can be obtained 
from the general results by putting g{x,y) = x-^ y . 
Remark4.6.3: At r = 0, the Theorem 4.3.1 to 4.6.2 reduce to the 
general recurrence relations for the expectation of function of single order 
statistics which on using 
(n - r)E[g{Xr.n)]+rE[g{Xr+i:ri)] = ^[^(^r:«-l)] 
reduces to the relations available in (Ali and Khan, 1997). 
Chapter V 
CHARACTERIZATIONS OF DISTRIBUTIONS BY 
CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION OF ORDER STATISTICS 
5.1 Introduction 
Khan and Abu-Salih (1989) characterized continuous probabihty 
distributions of general form through conditional expectation of fiinction 
of order statistics fixing the adjacent order statistics. Wu and Guyang 
(1996) considered the case when the fixed order statistics may not be 
adjacent. In the present chapter, we have characterized general forms of 
continuous probability distributions by considering conditional 
expectation of functions of order statistics when the conditioning is on 
any order statistic and some of its important deductions are also 
discussed. 
Let Xi.ji<X2:fj^'"'^^n:n ^^ the order statistics from a continuous 
random variable (rv) having pdf f(x) and distribution function df 
F{x). Then the pdf of X .^„ given X^.„=x, l<r<s<n, is (David 
and Nagaraja, 2003). 
in -r)\ [F{y) - F(x)]^--^-^[l - F i y ) ^ fjy) ^ ^^^ 
is-r-l)\in-s)\ [l-F{x)f'~'' 
(5.1.1) 
which is just unconditional pdf of (s-r)-th order statistic from a 
sample of size (n-r), truncated to the lefl at x, therefore, 
E[h{X,.J\X,,„ = x]=E[h{X,_r.n-r)\^s-r.n-r^x] (5-1-2) 
For any continuous function h{). Similarly, the conditionalp<^ of Z^.„ 
given Xg.jj=y, l<r<s<nis 
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{s-\)\ [F{x)r\F{y)~F{x)f-'-^ fix) 
, x<y 
{r-\)\{s-r-\)\ [F{y)Y 
(5.1.3) 
which is unconditional pdf of r - th order statistic from a sample of size 
{s -1), truncated at y on right. 
Therefore, 
E[hiX,,„)\X,,^ =y]=E[h{Xr.s-l)\Xr.s-\ ^yl (5.1-4) 
5.2 Characterizations 
Main results have been proposed by making use of following two 
lemmas: 
Lemma I: For any continuous and differentiable function /z()and 
\<r<s<n 
E[h{X,,^)\X,,n=x]-E[h{X,_^,,)\X,,n = x] 
^ n- r ^ 
, \ S , h\y)[F{y)-F{x)\ s-r-\ 
x[\-F{y)f-'^^dy. (5.2.1) 
Proof: Proof follows on the lines of the result given in (1.6.2). 
Lemma 11: For \<r <s <n 
E[h{X,,^)\X,,^=y]^E{h{Xr-X.,s)\Xs:n=y] 
(s-\\ 
/-I 
1 y 
[FiyT^ -^ 
\h\x)[F{x)] r-\ 
x[F{y)-F{x)Y ' dx (5.2.2) 
Proof: The proof is easy. 
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Theorem 5.2.1 (Khan and Abouammoh, 2000): Let X be an absolutely 
continuous random variable with df F(x) and pdf f{x) in the interval 
(a, P), where a and /? may be finite or infinite. Then for continuous 
and differentiable fiinction h{x) of x and for \<r < s <n 
E[h{X,,„)\ X,,^ =x]=h{x)~X\ ^ ('^  - '^  - ^) 
y=0 c{n-r-j)+\ 
b'-jr^ 1 J cjn-s + l + i) 
a j^Q c{n-s + \ + j) i^Q c{n-s + l + i) + l (5.2.3) 
if and only if, 
Fix) = \-[ahix) + bf,a<x<j3, (5.2.4) 
where, 
«9iO,C5tO , c{n-r-j)+\^0 for j=OX-,{s-r-I) and b=-ah{P). 
Proof: First we have to prove that (5.2.4) implies (5.2.3). From 
relations (1.6.2), we have 
E[h{X,,„)]-E[hiX,_i,J] 
f . Vi 
n 
^r-\j 
i r - 1 n-r+\ \h\x)[F{x)f~^ [\-F{x)f~'^^dx (5.2.5) 
a 
For doubly truncated distribution (5.2.4), by using (1.5.3), is 
\-P ah{x)+b r( X 1 -F{x)= H^—f{x) . 
P-Q cah{x) 
(5.2.6) 
Expressing [1-F(x)]""'+^ as [l-F{x)] n-r 1 - P ah(x) + b ., . ^^ f(x) 
\-Q cah'ix) 
and putting Qi=x, Pi=j3, Q=F{x), P= 1, after noting the relation 
between truncated and conditional distribution, we get form (5.2.5) 
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E[h{X,,^)\X,,^ ^x]-E[h{X,_^,^)\X,,ri -A 
^ n\lP 
- \[ah{t)+b][F{t)f-\\-F{t)f-'f{t)dt 
-\]ca •" 
• ^ \E[h{X,,^)\Xr,n]+^-
c{n-s + 1) t a 
Therefore, 
E[h{X,,^)\X,,^ = x]= f"" '':^\E[KX,_^,„)\X,,„ =X] 
c{n -s + \) + \ 
1 
a c{n - 5 +1) +1 (5.2.7) 
Using (5.2.7) recursively and noting that E[h{Xj..yi)\Xf..yi = x] = h{x), 
the relation (5.2.3) is established. 
To prove that (5.2.3) implies (5.2.4), we have from (5.2.1) and (5.2.7) 
c{n-s + \)[E[h{X,,^)\X,,^^x]-E[h{X,_^,^)\X,,^=x]} 
=-E[h{X,,^)\X,,^=x]--
a 
Or c{n-s + \) ^ n-r ^ 1 
S-r-\ n-F(r\'\'^-'' ^ K" ' V [\-F{x)]' 
t h{y)[F{y)-F{x)r' -r-\ 
x[\-F{y)f-''-Uy 
{n-r)\ 
{s-r-\)\{n-s)\[\-F(^x)] 
^—^t Ky)[F{y)-F{x)\ s-r-\ 
A^-F{y)r'f{y)dy-
a 
Differentiating both sides {s - r) times partially w.r.t. x, after noting that 
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v(x) v(x)r 
— j f(x,t)dt= j 
dx 
u(x) u(x) dx 
f{x,t) 7 /-/ N ^ ^ /•/ x 5 W 
OX ox 
we get, 
l«-5' + l h (x) [1 - F(x)]^'-^^^ -h{x)[\ -F{x)r-' fix) 
a 
-[l-F(x)]^'-VW 
Or 
f{x) cah [x) 
l - F ( x ) ah{x) + b 
implying l-F(x)=[ah(x)+bf 
and hence the theorem. 
Remark 5.2.1: The Theorem 5.2.1 was proved by Khan and Abu-Salih 
(1989) for s = r + \. 
Remark 5.2.2: Pareto distribution (a = a~^ , b=0, c = - 1 , h(x) = x^) 
and Burr type XII distribution (^ = 0, b=l, c=-m, h{x)=x^) were 
characterized by Khan and Ali( 1987) at s=r + l, l=\,2,...,{n-r). 
Theorem 5.2.2 (Khan and Abouammoh, 2000): Under the condition 
given in Theorem 5.2.1, for 1 < r < 5 < ?i 
E[h(X,.JX,,^ =y)]=hiy)~Yl ^^' " ^" ^ ^ 
=0 c{s-\-j)+\ 7=0 
a j^Q c{r + j).^Qc{r + i)+\ 
1 _ ^ c{r + i) (5.2.8) 
ifandonly if 
Fix)=[ah{x)+b)]' (5.2.9) 
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for a^O, c^O, c{s-l-J) + \ = 0 and 7 = 0,l,"-(5-r-1). 
Proof: The Theorem can be proved by noting the fact that the 
conditional distribution of X .^„ given X .^„ from F{) is the same as 
the conditional distribution of ^^-5+1;^ given Jf„_^+].„ from l-FQ. 
Therefore, from Theorem 5.2.1 
c(n-r-j) + \ J=o 
- * T ' l^_ifci±i±0_ (5.2.10) 
^ /=0 c(n-r + l + j)j^Qc(n-s + l + i) + l 
if and only if 
F(x) = l-l + [ah{x) + bf =[ah(x) + bf. 
Replacing « -5 +1 by r and n-r + \ by s in (5.2.10), we get the 
result. 
The Theorem 5.2.2 may also be proved on the line of Theorem 5.2.1 
utilizing the equation (5.2.2) 
Remark 5.2.3: Theorem was proved for r=s~l by Khan and Abu- Salih 
(1989). 
Remark 5.2.4: Power function distribution {a=a~^,b=0, c-l, 
h{x)=x^) was characterized by Khan and Ah (1987) for s=r + i, 
/=l,2,-",(«-r). 
Theorem 5.2.3 (Khan and Abouammoh, 2000): Under the conditions 
given in Theorem 5.2.1 and for l<r<s<n 
E[h{X,,^)\X,,„ = x]=h{x)+- S - i - (5.2.11) 
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if and only if 
for fl 9^ 0 and b=e''^^'^\ 
(5.2.12) 
Proof: The Theorem was proved by Wu and Ouyang (1996) but we 
give here a simpler proof for truncated distribution (5.2.12) 
1 -^ ah{x) 
Therefore, dX Q\ = x, P\= P, Q = F{x), P = 1, we have 
E[h{X,,„)\ X,,„=x]-E[hiX,_^,„)\X,,„ =x] 
r „ =^o 5-1 
1 
lh{y)[Fiy)r'[l-F{y)] ^n-s f{y) 
ah{y) 
dy 
(5.2.13) 
a{n- s + \) 
Using (5.2.3) recursively, we get (5.2.11). The sufficiency part may be 
proved from (5.2.13) using (5.2.1) as 
(^ n-r ^ 
s -r -\ 
f h{y) [F(y) - Fix)]'---^ [1 -Fiy)}"-'"-^ dy 
n-r 
a{n- s-\-\) 
Differentiating both sides {s - r) times partially w.r.t. x, we get 
h{x)[\-F{x)\= fix) 
a 
Or l -F (x )=6e -^^« ,^ = c«^("\ 
Remark 5.2.5: Weibull distribution {a = 6 = 1, h{x) = x^) was 
characterized by Khan and Ah (1987) at s = r + i, i=\,2,...,{n - r). 
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Theorem 5.2.4 (Khan and Abouammoh, 2000): Under the conditions 
given in the Theorem 5.2.1 and for 1 < r < 5 < «, 
E[h{X,,^)\X,,^=y]=h{y)+-'Y. -, a^Q (5.2.14) 
« j^r J 
if and only if, 
F{x)=be~''^^''\ (5.2.15) 
Remark 5.2.6: Example based on Theorem 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 may be 
obtained from Wu and Ouyang (1996) and Khan and Abu-Salih (1989, 
Table on page 177 and 178). For adjacent order statistics, 
E{h{X^j^\.yi)\Xy..j^=x\ and E[h{Xg_i.y^\X^.y^= y)] distributions given 
in (5.2.12) and (5.2.15) were characterized by Khan and Abu-Salih 
(1989) and Ouyang (1995). Also, please see the Editorial note [Sankhya, 
^r..^, 60,(1998), 150]. 
Remark 5.2.7: Burr type II at ^ = 1 is logistic distribution, Burr type 
XII at m-\ is log-logistic and at p = \ it is Lomax distribution, power 
function at a = \, p = \ and beta of the first kind at /? = 1 are uniform 
distribution and Weibull dX p = 2 is Rayleigh whereas at p = \, it is 
exponential distribution. Therefore, these distributions are also 
characterized in this chapter. Dimaki and Xekalaki's (1996) Theorem 
5.2.1 is direct consequence of Theorem 5.2.3 of Khan and Abu-Salih 
(1989)at« = r + l. 
5.3 Examples 
Proper choice of a,h,c and h{x)characterize the distributions as given 
in the Table 5.3.1 
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Table 5.3.1: Examples on Theorem 5.2.1 
Distribution 
1 Power function 
2 Pareto 
3 Beta of first 
kind 
4 Weibull 
5 Inverse Weibull 
6 Burr type II 
7 Burr type III 
8 Burr type IV 
9 Burr type V 
10 Burr type VI 
F{x) 
a-PxP, 
Q<x<a 
\-aPx-P, 
fl<X<00 
l - ( l - x ) ^ , 
0 < x < l 
0<x<oo 
0 < X < O O 
[l+e"T^ 
-co<x<oo 
0 < x < o o 
1 + 
(c-x\ 
\^ X J 
0<k< 
1/c" -k 
5 
-7r/2<x<7tl2 
- 0 0 < X < C 0 
a 
-a-P 
aP 
a 
a-P 
a-' 
- 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
- 1 
- 1 
- 1 
- 1 
- 1 
- 1 
b 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
c 
1 
1 
p 
- 1 
-p 
p 
p 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
h{x) 
xP 
x-P 
x-1 
xP 
X 
X 
1-x 
il-x)P 
^-0xP 
-xP 
e ^ 
e-e:c-P 
[l + e"""]"^ 
[r+x-^]-^ 
1 + (c-x^ 
y X ) 
-c 
-k 
[Uce-'^'^'Y^ 
[l + cg-^'^"^^r* 
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11 Burr type VII 
12 Burr type VIII 
13 Burr type IX 
14 Burr type X 
15 Burr type XI 
16 Burr type XII 
17 Cauchy 
2 ^[l + tanhx]*, 
- 0 0 < X <00 
- t a n ^e^ , 
{TT J 
- 0 0 < X < 0 0 
c[(\ + e''f - l ] + 2 
,-ao<x<(X) 
0 < X < O O 
X sin2;r 
^ In 
0 < x < l 
i-(i+^x^r'", 
0<x<oo 
1 1 _i 
—+—tan X 
2 n 
- 0 0 < X < 0 0 
- 2 - ^ 
-
c 
2 
-1 
- 1 
^ 
-1 
1 
1 
1 - ^ 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
- 1 
1 
1 
-m 
1 
[1 + tanhx]* 
[tan~'e^]* 
[1 + e^]^ 
[l-g-'^^f 
sin2;rx) 
xP 
tan" X 
Table 5.3.2; Examples on Theorem 5.2.2 
Distribution 
1 Power function 
2 Pareto 
3 Beta of first kind 
4 Weibull 
5 Inverse Weibull 
a 
a-P 
a~' 
aP 
a 
a-P 
- 1 
-1 
1 
1 
b 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
c 
1 
P 
-1 
-P 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
h(x) 
xP 
X 
x-P 
X - ' 
X-P 
{\-x)P 
e-'^' 
e-'^'" 
e-^' 
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6 Burr type II 
7 Burr type III 
8 Burr type IV 
9 Burr type V 
10 Burr type VI 
11 Burr type VII 
12 Burr type VIII 
13 Burr type IX 
14 Burr type X 
15 Burr type XI 
16 Burr type XII 
17 Cauchy 
1 
1 
1 
c 
c 
111 
lin 
- 2 
-1 
1 
- 1 
\in 
Ml 
0 
0 
1 
1/2 
-k 
-k 
-k 
-k 
-k 
k 
k 
1 
k 
k 
1 
1 
e"^ 
X-' 
(c-x^ - c 
^-tmx 
-k sinh X 
tanhx 
tan"^ e^ 
[c{(l + e^)*-l} + 2 r l 
e-^' 
X smlnx 
In 
(l + ^ x ^ ) - ' " 
tan~ X 
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